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ABSTRACT
I t  is well established tha t anisotropy does not affect the critica l behavior 
o f a system in thermodynamic equilibrium  undergoing a second order phase 
transition. VVe study here an anisotropic kinetic model for heterogeneous 
catalysis which mimics the oxidation o f CO on the (110) surface of a transi­
tion metal like Pd. In this model, the oxidation process occurs at an infin ite  
reaction rate. We mapped out the phase diagram o f possible steady states 
for various anisotropic reaction and absorption processes as a function of 
the O2 /C O  adsorption rate and the CO diffusion rate. The phase diagram 
depends upon the amount o f anisotropy and exhibits both a first order and 
a second order phase transition. We also examined the critica l behavior at 
the second order phase transition w ith finite size scaling and found that this 
model belongs to the directed percolation universality class irrespective o f 
the anisotropy. Furthermore, we extended this model to include fin ite re­
action rates. We found evidence o f a new feature here, namely a tric ritica l 
point. We have developed a theory to account for this new feature. The 
critica l behavior o f this modified model belongs to the same universality 
class as the original model except at the tr ic r itica l point. To belter under­
stand the physics o f nonequilibrium transitions, we studied the behavior o f 
various dynamic modes u tiliz ing  the master equation and fin ite size scaling. 
This master equation approach indicated tha t dynamic phase transition is 
a consequence o f the emergence o f new steady states. This approach affords 
a connection w ith  the trad itiona l method o f transf,-'- m atrix.
X I
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 C r it ic a l Phenom ena of E q u ilib r iu m  System s
Throughout history, mankind has engaged in unravelling the mysteries 
o f nature. This endeavor brought many fundamental changes in our under­
standing o f the world. The first such fundamental change came from the 
success o f the Newtonian mechanics, which elucidated the regularity o f the 
universe amidst the diversity o f natural phenomena. Since then determ in­
istic th ink ing has dominated the scientific community. Our universe was 
considered as a clock, and random process was regarded as a disorganizing 
force. It was not recognized until recently tha t many systems under the 
influence o f random external forces can organize themselves. These new dis­
coveries changed our trad itiona l view o f the random process. Consequently, 
these discoveries had a profound impact on our understanding o f the be­
havior o f systems w ith many degrees o f freedom, including examples from 
physics, chemistry, biology, sociology, geology and economics.
Organization of a .system from a macroscopically disordered state to an 
ordered state occurs frequently in nature; the form ation o f ice from water is 
an example. The phenomenon o f changing from one state to the other is com­
monly known as a phase transition. Systematic studies o f this phenomenon 
began almost a century ago. Since (.''< ’ 11 we have accumulated a wealth of 
knowledge about phase transitions o f therniodynam ic systems. In recent 
years, a significant amount o f effort has been devoted to broaden the study 
o f phase transitions and related critica l phenomena to include dynamical
1
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2systems. This sh ift o f emphasis from equilibrium  systems to uoiiequilibrium  
systems is a step forward towards understanding more complicated systems 
such as cata ly tic  reactions. The focus o f this thesis is on the critica l phe­
nomena o f ca ta ly tic  reactions. Before proceeding, we w ill give an overview 
o f the ideas and language used in describing critica l phenomena and phase 
transitions.
1.1.1 E a rly  W o rk  on C ritic a l Phenom ena
Phase transitions occur in a wide variety of .systems which are entirely 
different in nature. Nevertheless, seemingly unrelated systems such as 11 u- 
ids and magnets have some common characteristics as they approach their 
transition point. These itiiiuersal characteristics of critical phenomena are 
indicative o f some underlying fundamental sim ilarities. To elucidate these 
sim ilarities is the task o f the theory o f critica l phenomena.
Theoretical work on critica l phenomena began w ith  the work o f Van 
der Waals in IS73[1]. His work gave a good description o f the critica l phe­
nomenon in a liquid-gas system such as water. Fig. 1, which shows the 
phase diagram of water, delineates the temperature and pressure bound­
aries o f d istinct forms o f water. The liquefaction o f steam below certain 
pressure gives o ff latent heat in a so-called first order phase transition as 
shown in Fig. 1, consequently, the entropy o f the system changes abrup tly  
as the system crossing the phase boundary. This condensation process is 
clearly visible because o f the density difference between the liquid and gas, 
and it  occurs at a variety o f pressure and temperature, form ing the vapor- 
pressure line. On this line liquid and gas can exist simultaneously.This first
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3order transition line eventually terminates at a point known as the critical 
point.
The transition occurs at the critica l point is completely different from 
the first order transition; the d istinction between the liquid and gas disap­
pears, and liquefaction is no longer possible. A system at the critia l point 
is dominated by large density fluctuations. These fluctuations cause a clear 
liquid to become m ilky due to enhanced ab ility  o f the liquid to scatter light. 
This phenomenon is known as critica l opalescence. In addition to large fluc­
tuations, the entropy does not have a singular behavior; no latent heat is 
given o ff during the transition. However, the singular behavior does occur 
in the specific heat o f the system. This type o f transition is known as a 
second order transition. The behaviors o f a system undergoing a second 
order transition near a critica l point is referred to as critica l phenomena.
The most fundamental difference between a first and second order phase 
transition is in the behavior o f the thermodynamic free energy. In a first 
order transition, the first derivative o f the thermodynamic free energy or 
entropy is singular while second and higher order derivatives are singular 
in a second order transition. This smoothness o f the free energy and its 
derivative is the basis o f Ehreufest’s classification. According to Ehrenfest, 
i f  the order and all higer order derivatives are singular, the transtion is 
referred to as an order phase transition.
In addition to classifying a transition, it  is necessary to quantify certain 
characteristics o f a transition. For example, no density difference exists 
at the critical point in a liquid-gas system. To facilitate a description of 
this fact, we define a quantity  known as the order parameter. The chief 
purpose o f this quantity is to serve as an indicator which measures the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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distance between the state o f the system and its critica l state. As the system 
approaches a critica l point this distance indicator vanishes smoothly. The 
choice o f such an indicator varies from system to system. For water in tu ition  
directs us to use the difference between gas and liquid density. This quantity  
vanishes at the critica l point o f water, indicating no apparent d istinction 
between the liquid and gas. This choice o f a d irectly observable quantity 
as the order parameter should not be generalized because in many systems 
we do not impose any conditions on direct measurability when choosing an 
order parameter. Sometimes, an order parameter may not correspond to 
any physically measurable quantity. For example in the He"* system, the 
order parameter is a complex field which is not d irectly measurable, and it 
is related to the superfluidity. In a superconductor, the order parameter is 
the amplitude o f a Cooper pair. This quantity is also not d irectly observable.
Even though an order parameter may not be physically measurable, it 
plays a very im portant role in the theory o f critica l phenomena. The behav­
ior o f the order parameter and other thermodynamic quantities determines 
the critica l behavior o f a system. When a system approaches a critica l point, 
many thermodynamic quantities have a singular behavior. For example, the 
order parameter in the liquid-gas system is proportional to \T  -T d *^ . where 
Tc is the critica l temperature. The exponent p  is known as the critica l ex­
ponent for the order parameter, which characterizes the critica l behavior. 
These critica l exponents are a focal point o f the theory o f critica l phenom­
ena.
The first a ttem pt to understand critica l phenomena and to calculate 
critica l exponents was made by Van der Waals. His theory o f liqu id  and gas 
was the first mean field theory to  calculate critica l exponents. In this theory
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
averaged quantities such as temperature and pressure was utilized to de­
scribe the system; the u tiliza tion  o f these averaged quantities was to smooth 
out fluctuations. This method o f smoothing out fluctuations by the process 
o f averaging was carried over to other mean field theories and became a ma­
jo r feature o f this type o f theory. For example this technique was utilized in 
subsequent years by Weiss to  formulate a theory for ferromagnetism[2]. To 
be more specific, consider the Ising model introduced by W ilhelm  Lenz to 
explain magnetic systems[3]. In this model magnetic moments are localized 
on a lattice, and they interact w ith  each other pairwise. The Hamiltonian 
o f the system is given by
H  =  -  ^  J ijS i ■ Sj . (1)
where 5,- is the magnetic moment on the site, and J,j is a coupling 
constant. Weiss’s theory replaces the effect o f all moments on 5; by an 
effective moment, which is taken to be the average o f Sj. The advantage o f 
this treatment is to sim plify the interaction and render the problem solvable.
However, the price we pay in doing so is enormous; the accuracy o f the 
critica l exponents is d irectly affected by this averaging process. In general, 
these theories are far less accurate in predicting critica l exponents. For ex­
ample, the mean field theory o f Weiss predicts 1/2 for the critica l exponent 
o f the order parameter as opposed to the measured value o f 0.335 ±  0.005[4]. 
This discrepancy stems from the fundamental inadequacy o f mean field tech­
nique as we w ill see later.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1.1.2 M o d e m  T h e o ry  o f C ritic a l Phenom ena
Since these early attem pts to formulate a coherent theory o f critica l 
phenomena, the theory o f phase transition and critica l phenomena has grown 
in to  m a tu rity  in the pass fifty  years beginning w ith  a set o f remarkable 
experiments done by Guggenheim. In the 1940s, Guggenheim[5] realized 
that the order parameter’s dependence on temperature in a liquid-gas system 
is independent o f the chemical composition. Fig. 2 implies tha t the order 
parameter \p — pc\ o f liquid-gas systems obeys a unique power law relation: 
the exponent o f this power law is 1/3. Besides the liquid-gas system 
the order parameter o f a magnetic system also obeys a power law relation 
w ith  % l/3 [4 ]. These experiments suggest that microscopic details are 
irrelevant in relation to critica l behavior.
The discovery o f the same critical exponent for the liquid-gas system 
and the magnetic system raised the speculation about a universal critica l 
exponent for the order parameter. However, such a speculation was shown 
to be unfounded by a subsequent measurement o f He transition  by Roach[6], 
which gave a different exponent. Despite o f the lack o f a universal critica l 
behavior, sim ilarities o f the transition were discovered among systems o f d i­
verse nature. These sim ilarities offer the possibility o f a narrower version of 
the universality, namely universality among a class o f systems or a univer­
sality class. W ith in  a class, each system exhibits a sim ilar c ritica l behavior, 
which is characterized by a common set o f critica l exponents, irrespective of 
the microscopic nature o f the system.
.A.t approximately the time Guggenheim made his discovery o f univer­
sality, Onsager exactly solved the two-dimensional Ising model[7]. This 
exact solution demonstrated several im portant generic features o f phase
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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9transitions. F irst, the critica l behavior o f the one-dimensional Ising model 
differs dramatically from the two-dimensional model. No phase transition 
can occur in a one-dimensional model w ithout an external magnetic field 
whereas a phase transition can occur at zero temperature w ith  a finite field. 
The reason for the absence o f a phase transition in a one-dimensional model 
w ith  zero field can be a ttr ibu ted  to large thermal fluctuations which destroy 
the long-range order, preventing the development o f an ordered state. The 
destruction o f the long-range order by large fluctuations is a rather generic 
feature o f a one-dimensional system w ith  a discrete symmetry. However in 
a two-dimensional model, phase transitions occur regardless o f the exter­
nal field. This result strongly indicates the fundamental importance o f the 
dimensionality o f a system in relation to its critica l behavior.
Second as a system approaches its critica l point, the correlation length 
o f the system diverges. This correlation length (  is defined as
< A /( r ) . \ / (0 )  >oc , (2)
where M is some ciuantity o f interests. To illustrate this point, we w ill consid­
ered a magnetic system. A  ferromagnetic crystal such as iron has a nonzero 
magnetic field at zero temperature. A t this temperature all atoms have their 
magnetic moments aligned form ing an island o f atoms w ith  a particu lar spin 
orientation, say spin up. An increase o f temperature produces a thermal ex­
citation that tends to flip these spins; this tendency creates pockets o f atoms 
w ith  spin down. However below the critica l temperature, we s till have a big 
island o f spin up atoms, suggesting the divergence o f correlation length and 
existence o f a long-range order. Above the critica l temperature, the big is­
land o f spin up atoms is broken into small clusters, indicating the lack of 
long-range order and finiteness o f the correlation length.
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In addition to fluctuations and dimensionality, symmetry o f lire Hamil­
tonian also plays a crucial role in controlling the critica l behavior. In the 
Ising model, the spin o f each individual particle can assume a value o f ±1. 
This system has a discrete inversion sym metry in spin space. For the X Y  
model, the Hamiltonian is given by
II = - J  Y^{Su-Sjr + S'iySjy) = -y.S’  ^^cos(d>,' -  <f)j). (:i)
V i j
which has a continuous symmetry in spin space. The critica l behavior of 
X V  model is different from the two-dimensional Ising model. .Another ex­
ample is the three-dimensional lleisenburg model; this model has a full three- 
dimensional rotation symmetry. This model has different critica l behavior 
from three-dimensional Ising model.
In contrast to the importance o f fluctuations, dimensionality, and sym­
metry, spatial geometry does not play a significant role in controlling the 
c ritica l phenomenon. For example, the critica l behavior o f the Ising model 
on a triangular lattice and a square lattice is identical. Moreover, the range 
o f in teraction, as long as it  is finite, does not alter critica l Irehavior. This 
feature is illustrated by the identical critica l behavior o f the Ising model as 
long as the interaction involves only neighbors at a finite distance.
The discovery o f the importance o f these fundamental mechanisms in 
relation to critica l phenomena has revolutionized the field o f critica l phe­
nomena and phase transitions. A new picture o f critica l phenomena has 
emerged from this discovery. In this new picture microscopic details play no 
essential role while long wave fluctuations, dimensionality, and symmetry of 
the Ham iltonian control the critica l behavior. Furthermore, the development 
o f a long-range order and the divergence of correlation length demonstrate
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the cooperative nature o f critica l phenomena. Consequently, studies o f c r it i­
cal phenomena must take in to  account o f this cooperative nature in order to 
describe the macroscopic behavior corrently. Moreover, it  is also crucial to 
include fluctuations on length scale. Failure to do so w ill produce erroneous 
results. This point is best illustrated by the failure o f mean field theory in 
predicting the critica l behavior, which smooths out all fluctuations.
In order to consider the cooperative nature o f a critica l system, new 
techniques have to be developed. A conceptual treatm ent o f this cooperative 
nature o f the phenomenon is provided by the idea o f scale invariance. .\n  
in tu itive  support for this idea was introduced orig inally by Kadanoff[8] and 
refined by W ilson and others into the powerful mathematical technique of 
the renormalization group[9]. The major advantage o f this technique is in 
the preservation o f essential ingredients such as fluctuations.
To illus tra te  the idea o f Kadanoff, we consider the following picture. 
Beginning w ith  small systems characterized by a set o f quantities a,, these 
systems are allowed to interact among themselves. These small systems can 
be transformed into a larger system characterized by a new set o f quantities 
6,-. The construction o f this larger system is accomplished by smoothing 
out irrelevant microscopic details. By allowing the larger block to interact 
w ith  each other in a modified interaction, we can construct an even larger 
system. A  repeated application o f the above procedure creates a gigantic 
system tha t is insensitive to the microscopic details, yet i t  includes essen­
tia l interactions on all length scales. This construction o f a larger system by 
smoothing out irrelevant microscopic details is known as coarse-graimzg. A t 
each level of the coarse-graining process, the functional form  o f all physical 
quantities remains unchanged except by a scaling factor. In addition, the
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transform ation is required to  preserve the symmetry o f the orig inal sys­
tem. The above in tu itive  argument o f Kadanoff can be formulated into 
a scaling hypothesis for thermodynamic variables. The scaling hypothesis 
states tha t the thermodynamic potentia l is a homogeneous function o f some 
variables[10]. For example, in a magnetic system, the singular part o f the 
thermodynamic potentia l is a homogeneous function o f both temperature 
and external field
L G ( e . / / )  =  , (4)
where t  =\ |; L  is the size o f the system, and ni and « 2  are scaling
parameters. C ritica l exponents for other thermodynamic quantities are ob­
tainable from them. The magnetization, for example, is the derivative o f G 
w ith  respect to the external field H. It is given by
4 / ( e , i / )  =  . (5)
The critica l exponent o f the magnetization d at zero field is obtained by 
setting T “ “ ' =  e
M { e , H )  =  , (6)
This relation indicates tha t c ritica l exponent /3 =  I  — a^/ax.  Sim ilarly, « i 
and « 2  also determine other critica l exponents such as the exponent for the 
correlation length Ç. I t  is im portan t to note that the scaling hypothesis 
only gives the form of a thermodynamic function; it does not provide any 
inform ation on the scaling parameter a,.
To implement the Kadanoff construction mathematically is the task o f 
the renormalization procedure. For a thermodynamic system, we can con­
struct a thermodynamic potentia l characterized by a set o f parameters or 
coupling constants. The transform ation o f a small system into a larger
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system is carried out m athem atically by integrating out (coa'se-graining) 
non-essential microscopic degrees o f freedom. .A.n appropriate rescaling o f 
this coarse-grained potentia l produces the renormalized thermodynamic |)u- 
tentia l for a larger system characterized by a renormalized set o f coupling 
constants. In other words, the renormalization process may be viewed as 
a process o f transform ing these coupling constants to represent a larger 
system. This mathematical operation forms a group or more precisely a 
semi-group because of the lack of an inverse operation. This process may 
eventually term inate when it  reaches a stationary point o f these coupling 
constants, known as a fixed point.
A simple way to visualize the renormalization process is to imagine a 
parameter space o f coupling constants as shown in Fig. 3. These coupling 
constants are functions o f some variables. For example, in a magnetic sys­
tem, the coupling constants are functions o f the temperature. Fach ])oint 
in this parameter space represents a system o f certain temperature. For a 
second order transition, any point in the parameter space approaches the 
fixed |)oint in every direction under the action o f the renormalization group, 
except one direction known as the relevant direction. The rate at which 
the point moves away from the fixed point in the relevant direction can be 
related to the critica l exponent. This is illustrated by the tra jecto ry o f point 
B in Fig. 3. This point represents a system away from the critica l tempera­
ture. The renormalization group moves this point closer to the fixed point 
in the x and y direction but not in the z direction. However, there is a 
special portion of the parameter space ' nown as the critica l surface. The 
points on the surface represent systems at the cFMcal temperature. A point 
on the critica l surface w ill remain on the surface under the action o f the
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renormalization group until it  roaches the fixed point. This is illustrated by 
point A  in the Fig. 3.
A  difTerent way o f viewing the above picture is to imagine a h il l  around 
the fixed point. The renormalization group moves a point uphill. The shape 
o f the h ill or the local surface topology o f the fixed point determines the 
grow th rate in the relevant direction. VVe can a ttr ib u te  the universal critica l 
behavior to a unique local surface topology o f the fixed point. However, in 
spite o f constraints o f the local topology on critica l exponents, there are no 
sim ilar constraints on critica l points. Conscciuontly, the location o f critica l 
points is a non-generic aspect o f the critica l phenomenon.
The landscape o f the parameter space o f a second order transition is the 
simplest o f all. It is possible to have m ultip le fixed points in the parameter 
space. A  tr ic ritica l point, as we may recall from the s ta tis tica l mechanics, 
is a point where a first order transition line coalesces w ith  a second order 
transition  line. From a renormalization point o f view, a tr ic r itica l point 
corresponds to an additional fixed point beside the one associated w ith  the 
second order transition as shown in Fig. 4. For a point approaching the 
fixed point o f the tr ic ritica l point, two relevant directions exist. One o f 
these relevant directions points towards the second order fixed point. This 
direction measures the competition between the second order fixed point 
and the tric ritica l point. The point A in Fig. 4 represents a system at the 
tr ic r it ica l point. The renormalization moves the system towards the fixed 
point o f the tr ic ritica l point w ithout the influence from the second order 
transition. This scenario i' analogous to the above case o f moving a point 
on the critica l surface. W ith  the i r fluence from the second order transition 
suppressed, the system exhibits tr ic ritica l behavior.
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Relevent Direction
Fixed Point
Critical Surface
Figure 3: A p ictoria l illustra tion  o f the renormalization group
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Figure 4: A p ictoria l illus tra tion  o f the tric ritica l point and the crossover 
phenomenon
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The inclusion o f the influence from the fixed point o f the second order 
transition produces a competition w ith  the fixed point the tr ic r it ica l point. 
This competitive nature o f the fixed points can be visualized by considering 
the tra jec to ry  o f a point in itia ted near the tr ic r itica l point such as the point 
B in Fig. 4. As this point approaching the fixed point o f the tr ic r it ica l point, 
it  w ill sense the presence o f the fixed point o f the second order transition 
and eventually veer off towards the second order fixed point. In this region, 
a system has a complicated behavior that is influenced by both fixed points. 
This phenomenon is a so-called crossover phenomenon, meaning the system 
is crossing from one behavior to the other.
For a point such as point C, the critica l behavior o f the system is entirely 
tha t o f second order. In summary, for a system w ith  a tr ic r it ica l point, three 
different regions may exist. In one of the regions, the critica l behavior is 
dominated by the tr ic r itica l point w ith  a set o f exponents; the other is 
controlled by the second order transition w ith  a different set o f exponents; 
the th ird  region is the crossover region in which the critica l behavior is 
influenced by both fixed points.
1 .2  C r it ic a l  P h e n o m e n a  o f N o n e q u ilib r iu m  S ystem s
So far we have only discussed equilibrium  systems. However, systems we 
observe in nature are frequently subject to the influence o f external forces 
which prevent the atta inm ent o f thermal equilibrium . These systems are of­
ten nonlinear in character. Examples are exciton dynam ics [ll] and chemical 
reactions[1 2 ]. Under rather general condition's, these systems a tta in  a steady 
state. The steady state o f a nonequilibrium system may exhib it in tr igu ­
ing macroscopic structures such as spatial or temporal oscillation, chaotic
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motion, and soliton propagation (non-dissipative waves w ith  certain collision 
properties). These macroscopic structures are known collectively as dissi­
pative structures. The form ation of dissipative structures is a consequence 
o f cooperative nature o f a nonlinear system, known as self organization or 
synergetics[13].
Like equilibrium  systems, second phase transitions o f nonequilibrium  sys­
tems exh ib it enhanced fluctuation , growth of the correlation length and c r it­
ical slowing down. Despite these sim ilarities, the mechanism of a nonequi­
lib rium  phase transition  is not well understood. The success o f the theory of 
renormalization group in conjunction w ith  the idea o f long wave fluctuations 
and scale invariance has provided an elegant theory for the description of 
equilibrium  phase transitions. The reproduction o f such success for nonequi­
lib rium  transitions is s till in  doubt. Even though nonequilibrium  systems 
exhibit behaviors sim ilar to equilibrium  systems, there are forces which are 
present only in a nonequilibrium  system. Frequently these external forces 
play an essential role in creating dynamical fluctuations, thus, the character 
o f these forces play an im portan t part in controlling the c ritica l behavior. 
The question we must address in the study o f nonequilibrium  phase tran ­
sitions includes both static and dynamic behaviors. Sim ilar to  the study 
o f equilibrium  phase transitions, the objective o f studying nonequilibrium  
phase transitions is to discover the fundamental mechanism governing dy­
namical transitions and search for universality classes.
Since there are many sim ilarities between equilibrium  and nonequilib­
rium  systems, many o f the concepts developed for an equilibrium  phase 
transition may also apply to  nonequilibrium systems. For example, we can 
continue to use the order parameter, assuming we can find one, to indicate
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the closeness o f the system from its critica l point, and we can associate 
a critica l exponent w ith  the order parameter. We may continue to classify 
nonequilibrium transition according to its order; but Ehrenfest’s definition of 
order is inappropriate because not every dynamical system can be described 
by a thermodynamic potentia l. Instead, we should choose some quantity 
tha t characterizes the system for the purpose of classifying the transition. I f  
this quantity is continuous at the transition, the transition is referred to as 
a second order transition; i f  the quantity  is discontinuous at the transition, 
this transition is first order.
So far we have only discussed first and second order transitions in 
nonequilibrium systems, and we have compared them w ith  equilibrium  sys­
tems. I t  is im portant to point out tha t first order and second order transi­
tions are not the only forms o f transitions which may occur in a nonequi- 
lib irum  system. Other forms o f nonequilibrium transitions such as pat­
tern formation, and transition to oscillation and chaos may also occur in 
a nonequilibrium system. These types o f transitions have no equilibirum  
analogue. I t  is appropriate at this point to provide some concrete examples 
o f nonequilibrium transitions.
A first example is the well known Bernard instability. This is an example 
o f pattern formation. A liquid layer is heated from below. I f  the tempera­
ture gradient is small, heat transport is in the form  o f conduction. When 
the temperature gradient exceeds some critica l value, suddenly macroscopic 
motion occurs in the form o f convective rolls; here the change o f temperature 
creates a phase transition. A  related phenomenon is the Taylor instability. 
A  liquid is enclosed between two coaxial cylinders w ith  the outer cylin­
der fixed and the inner one free to rotate. When the ro ta tion  reaches a
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critica l value, the liquid forms a macroscopic pattern known as Taylor vor­
tices. Here the speed o f the cylinder is the control parameter.
A th ird  good example o f a nonequilibrium phase transition is the laser. 
Lasers are produced by stim ulating atoms, and these excited atoms emit 
ligh t as they decay. The light em itted as the atoms decay is ju s t incoherent 
ligh t i f  the pumping power o f a laser is below the laser threshold. Once the 
pumping power o f the laser increases above the laser threshold, a sudden 
change in the light emission occurs. The light em itted changes from a low in­
tensity. incoherent beam to a high intensity, coherent laser. .A.s the pumping 
power goes even higher, the nature o f light emission changes once again from 
a high intensity coherent laser to high intensity pulse laser. Therefore, the 
nature o f light em itted from stimulated atoms changes dram atically as the 
pumping power varies. These excited atoms "self-organize" themselves from 
incoherent emission to coherent emission under the influence o f the pumping 
power. In this example, the steady state exhibits temporal oscillation.
The last example is in developmental physiology. Cells can self-organize 
in to  distinguishable cell regions. D ictyostelium can spontaneously emit 
c .\.\IP  (cyclic .-Vdenosin 3'5'Monophospate) in a form o f pulse, which may be 
amplified by other Dictyostelium. This spontaneous and stimulated emis­
sion o f chemicals (analogous to  the spontaneous and stim ulated emission o f 
laser) produces a concentration gradient o f C.A.MP. A single cell can detect 
the concentration gradient o f C.4MP and migrate towards the center to form 
a tissue.
In many instances, a dynamical system can be modelled by a class of 
nonequilibrium toy models. These models are simplified models for some 
real processes[ll, 14]. These models are often subject to an external force
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and characterized by an Markovian process. In other words, the evolution 
o f a dynamical system is independent o f its history. Frequently, a set of 
kinetic rules governing the dynamical evolution is given. These local rules 
describe a single step evolution o f the local configuration o f the system, and 
often violate detailed balance.
Examples o f these models are Schlogl’s autocata lytic models[1.5]. llis
models describe the autocatalytic generation and destruction o f a species X. 
This system is characterized by the density o f X. The evolution process of 
species X is governed by a single step transition rule. In his first model, the 
evolution process is given by:
 -----'2 .\ ( 7 )
A •— ' 0. ( 8  )
The rate o f change o f X density is given by the following eipiation:
(In
—  = - n  +  (1 -  l3)n , (9)
where /? is a parameter related to individual reaction rate, and n is the 
density o f X. Its steady state .solution is given by
f  1 - /3  f o r  0  < 1 
” " \ 0  /o r /3  >  1.
I t  is evident from the solution tha t this system has two different steady 
states as a function o f /3. .‘Vs the 0  varies, the system changes from a reactive 
steady state to a state w ith no X. This la tte r state is stable in the sense that 
no further reaction can occur once it  is reached, and the system is trapped in 
this state permanently. This kind o f sta te is often referred to as an absorbing 
state, for i t  acts as a sink in the configuration space. The absorbing state
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corresponds to X  =  0 sta le  liere, and the transition from a reactive steady 
state to this absorbing state is marked by a continuons variation in X density 
as shown by the solution. Therefore, this transition is second order in nature.
A variant model is the second model o f Schlogl. In this model the auto- 
generation rule is given by
•2 A '  3.V (10)
A •— ’■ 0. (11)
The density o f X at a steady state is governed by
-) =  11^  - ' ^ 11  ^ +  (3n , ( 1 2 )
where 7  is a parameter related to individual reaction rate like i3. This 
equation has three d istinct solutions if/J  < 3. The steady states correspond 
to the largest and smallest 11 are stable whereas the other steady slate is
unstable. The transition from one stable state to the other Is marked by a
discontinuous change in 11, therefore a first order transition.
not her model is the conUicl. process originally proposed i)y lla rr is [l( î]. 
This model simulates the spreading o f a disease among cells. .-\n infected 
cell is cured after a certain amount of time, and a coll is infected i f  its nearest 
neighbors are infected. Th is model has an absorbing state that corresponds 
to a population free from disease. Other examples o f in teracting particle 
.systems include (D -f l)-d im ensiona l direct percolation and Reggeon Field 
T heory(R FT), the voter model, and various chemical systenis[12, 17, 18, 19]. 
These models offer a way to study real systems by sim plifying the problem 
while capturing the essence o f the problem.
The study o f nonequilibrium systems is more d ifficu lt to conduct due 
to  the lack o f a Ham iltonian form ulation, therefore, trad itiona l statistica l
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mechanics offers no assistance in studying these systems. In addition, these 
systems are often nonlinear in nature, and they frequently exhib it oscillatory 
or chaotic behavior as a function o f time. These complicated phenomena are 
not fu lly understood despite many recent efforts. This lack o f understanding 
stems from the inadequacy o f the trad itiona l method, such as linearizing a 
nonlinear equation, in predicting the global structure o f a nonlinear system.
Apart from the difficulties associated w ith  studying complicated tran ­
sitions such as transition to chaos, a variety o f tools are available for the 
study o f none(|uilibrium first or second order transitions. Because mecha­
nisms which control the critica l behavior such as fluctuations do not [)lay a 
significant role in a first order transition , mean field theory remains a valu­
able tool. Complementing mean field theory, the renormalization approach 
may be a useful tool in studying critica l behavior and calculate critica l ex­
ponents. Another method o f studying them utilizes the niaster equation. 
Since the master equation governs the time evolution o f any statistical sys­
tem, Hamiltonian or non-Ham iltonian, this approach has the advantage of 
being more generic. However, the disadvantage o f this method is the d iffi­
culty in solving the equation due to the large degrees o f freedom. A more 
phenomenological approach is Monte Carlo simulation. C ritica l behavior 
and exponents can be studied by various methods such as Monte Carlo 
renormalization or finite size scaling.
Monte Carlo has been utilized widely in studying statistica l systems. We 
have utilized this technique extensively in this study, therefore, it is worth 
pointing out a generic feature in simulating systems w ith  absorba.^ states 
such as Schlogl’s models; i f  the size o f these systems is finite, there is no 
true steady state except the absorbing states. However, there may exist a
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metastable state in a finite size system; this state w ill eventually decay into 
one o f the absorbing states if  one waits long enough, but the time required 
for this to happen is a rapidly increasing function o f the system size. In the 
lim it o f in fin ite  volume, the system w ill be in the true steady state in the 
sense tha t it  w ill not enter one o f the absorbing states in a fin ite amount 
o f time. This is the analogue o f the absence o f long-range order in a finite 
system in thermodynamic equilibrium.
The focus o f this study is to characterize nonequilibrium  pha.se trasiii- 
tions (firs t and second order transitions) and critica l pheiiomeiia in a model 
proposed by Ziff, G ulari, and 13arsliad[19], which mimics the o.xidatiuu of 
CO on a square lattice. In addition, we w ill utilize the master equation to 
elucidate the iiiechanism for the dynamical phase transition and provide a 
connect to the transfer matri.K technique. As a prelude to present our re­
sults, we w ill provide background inform ation about the model in the next 
chapter.
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REVIEW  OF CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF 
CO
2.1 In tro d u c t io n
Dynamical systems frequently display a variety o f fascinating behaviors 
that s till elude our comprehension. Despite the com plexity o f these systems, 
progress has been made in understanding them. P rototype models, which 
simulate real processes, have been constructed to m im ic real systems. ,A.n 
example would be a model which simulates the cata ly tic  oxidation o f CO. 
This nonequilibrium , open system is the subject o f this study. Before pro­
ceeding, we w ill review some experimental results which are the basis for 
this model, and we w ill review some literatures on this model. Finally, we 
w ill provide the m otivation for this study and an outline o f th is thesis.
2 .2  E x p e r im e n ta l R e s u lts  o f C O  O x id a tio n
A catalyst is a substance which assists in a chemical reaction w ithout 
a net change at the end o f the reaction. The m ajor effects o f a catalyst 
in a chemical reaction are to  reduce the energy barrier and to  localize 
the reactants. Catalysts are commonly used in the commercial produc­
tion o f chemical products. One example is the use o f cata lytic converters in
25
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automobiles to reduce a ir pollution by converting nitrogen compounds and 
carbon monoxide into less harm ful products such as water and carbon diox­
ide.
2.2.1 R eaction  M echanism
The study o f the cata lytic oxidation o f carbon monoxide dates back to 
Langmuir[20]. Even though this reaction is one o f the longest known cat­
alytic reactions, a detailed understanding o f the process on microscopic scale 
is made possible only recently w ith  the advent o f surface-sensitive spectro­
scopies. Since the development o f these new techniques in probing m icro­
scopic details, we have learned im portant inform ation about the surface 
processes involved in the reaction.
There are two possible mechanisms for catalytic oxidations: Langmuir- 
Hinshelwood or Eley-Rideal. In the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, the 
CO and O 2 molecules form  chemical bonds w ith  a catalyst prior to the 
reaction, and oxidation occurs exclusively between chemisorbed CO and 
O2 . However, the Eley-Rideal mechanism only requires the chemisorption 
of O2 w ith  the oxidation occuring between gas phase CO and chemisorbed 
0 . To determine which mechanism is responsible for the oxidation is a first 
step towards the understanding of this reaction.
Molecular beam relaxation spectroscopy (M BRS) is an excellent tool 
w ith which to probe reaction mechanisms. Consider a surface populated 
w ith  adsorbed molecules; a beam of molecules is directed towards the sur­
face. The adsorption and desorption process is given by
dN  ^
=  s l ( t )  ~  R dN (t)  , (13)
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where N (t) is the concentration o f adsorbed molecules; I ( l)  is the (lux o f the 
molecular beam; s is the sticking coefficient, and Rd is the desorption rate. 
The Fourier transform of this equation is
( i + ! w k j -
This equation provides a way to measure the residence time r^, which is the 
reciprocal o f the desorption rate. I f  a molecular beam w ith  a frequency uj 
is directed at the surface, tiie  measurement o f desorbed molecules gives the 
necessary inform ation to determine r,..
Since the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism involves surface processes 
such as CO -2 adsorption, this mechanism predicts a finite residence time r,. 
while the Eley-Rideal mechanism predicts Tr -- 0. The measurement o f the 
residence time r  shows tha t r j  =  6  x 10~‘*sec[2i]. This result suggests tha t 
the reaction occurs via Langmuir-Hinshelwood piocess.
More evidence came from the measurement of t he activation energy. I'lie 
cata lytic oxidation o f CO is an activated process. The reaction rate obeys 
an .Arrhenius law
'T a  =  , (15)
where R is the gas constant and ui =  8 . 6  x 10°s“ * [22]. The activation energy 
has been measured by Engel[23, 24]. His result indicate an activation energy 
o f l.OOeV. This result agrees w ith  the activation energy l.OGeV calculated 
by assuming a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism while it disagrees w ith 
1.39eV predicted by the Eley-Rideal mechanism. I t  should be pointed out 
tha t this experii.iont was performed under high temperature at which CO 
desorption process dominates, therefore, the activation energy is tha t o f CO 
desorption.
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Since the oxidation is an activated process obeying Arrhenius law, the 
rate at which reaction occurs is temperature dependent. .500K is the tem ­
perature at which a significant number o f experiments are performed; the 
reaction rate is about 65005“ ' at this temperature. It is necessary to point 
out tha t we have used an activation energy o f 0.62eV in calculating the 
rate[2 2 ] because this value corresponds to the normal production o f COg. 
This activation energy differs from the findings o f Engel; this difference is 
due to exjierimental conditions such as surface CO density[25].
2.2.2 Adsorption and Desorption of CO
I t  has been shown tha t cata lytic oxidation o f CO occurs via the 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism. Prior to CO oxidation, 0  and CO 
molecules must firs t chemisorb; the cpiestion is how they are adsorbed. 
The adsorption o f CO p rim arily  occurs in a molecular form w ithou t 
dissociation[25]. The chemisorption of a CO molecule is generally ac­
cepted as through the carbon atom. Evidence o f formation o f .Vl-CO bond 
comes from calculations o f the binding energy which indicate that a .\1-C0 
bond is more energetically favorable[26, 27]. Ionic scattering experiment 
also suggests tha t the top layer o f the adsorbate constitutes 0  adatoms 
exclusively[2Sj. Moreover, angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy sug­
gests tha t CO is perpendicularly chemisorbed[29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. W hile 
mechanism for the chemisorption was proposed by Blyholder for CO on 
nickel[34], there is theoretical as well as experimental evidence to suggest 
tt ic t the same mechanism applies to the adsorption o f CO on Pd[35, 36]. 
In this mechanism, CO donates an electron in its 5 (7  o rb ita l to a localized
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orb ita l o f the substrate while accepting an electron from the substrate into 
its 27T antibond.
Besides the chemisorption o f CO, physisorption o f CO also can occur, 
form ing a so-called precursor state. Physisorption o f CO occurs on top o f a 
chemisorbed CO layer via Van der VVaals interaction. This physisorbed CO 
can diffuse easily on top o f the chemisorbed CO layer, due to the weakness 
of the Van der VVaals interaction. .4s it  diffuses, it  may encounter a vacant 
site and chemisorption then occurs[.‘]7, 38, 39, 10].
W hile CO and metal substrate can bond to each other, the dissociation 
or desorption occurs at high temperature. The desorption process is also 
an activated process obeying an .4rriienius law. The activation energy for 
this process is 1.09eV w ith  a prefactor o f 4.35 x  10'^sec[22]. A t T  =  500, 
the desorption rate is about 1400s“ *, a much slower rate than the reaction 
process.
2.2.3 A d s o rp t io n  and  D e s o rp t io n  o f  O
The adsorption o f oxygen is more complicated. A t low temperature 
chemisorption o f oxygen in the molecular form is possible[41, 42]. How­
ever at high temperature, oxygen is dissociated upon adsorption. This is 
the prim ary form of oxygen when the oxidation occurs. Oxygen may be 
chemisorbed on the metal or form oxide w ith  the metal. .An oxygen molecule 
which forms oxide on the metal surface is more inert in the oxidation process. 
However certain metal such as Pd, there is no oxide formation.
Thermal desorption o f chemisorbed oxygen occurs in a sim ilar fashion 
as CO. This process is also an activated process. The activation energy for
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the desorption o f oxygen is considerably liig iicr than CO. .-\t températures 
below 600K, experiments indicate that the desorption o f O2 is negligible[43].
2.2.4 Diffusion
Like the desorption process, surface diffusion o f adatoms is also an acti­
vated process obeying an Arrhenius law. In general, the activation energy 
for diffusion is about 20% o f the chemisorption energy. Therefore, the acti­
vation energy for CO and O is 0.2eV and O.GeV, respectively. .'\t tempera­
ture above 300 K, chemisorbed CO is relatively mobile[-l-l] while 0  is still 
relatively immobile[-13].
To summarize the above discussion, the oxidation o f carbon monoxide 
occurs via the following steps in a Langmuir-Hinshelwood process. F irst, 
carbon monoxide and oxygen are chemisorbed on the cata lytic surface. Car­
bon monoxide is adsorbed in a molecular form perpendicular to the metallic 
surface w ith the form ation o f M-C bond while chemisorbed oxygen dissolves 
into atomic oxygen w ith  form ation o f M -0  bond. Catalytic action reduces 
the energy barrier o f the form ation of CO 2 . Consequently, the oxidation of 
CO adatom occurs. The end product o f CO 2 is desorbed from the metal 
surface, and the reaction continues. In comparison w ith the reaction pro­
cess, desorption is much slower processes, therefore, they play a lesser role. 
Surface diffusion o f 0  can be neglected safely while CO diffusion may be 
im portant.
2.2.5 Experim ental Phase Diagram
Even though the basic reaction mechanism of the oxidation process is 
known, a single theory capable o f explaining every phenomenon observed
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in experiments has yet to emerge. Under difFerent external conditions, ex­
periments indicate a wide range o f phenomena. A t low pressnre(p % 10“ '^), 
the experimental phase diagram o f the oxidation can be divided into three 
basic regions: high reactiv ity  region; transition region; and low reactivity 
region[43). This phase diagram is shown in Fig. 5; it  is mapped out at 
temperature T  = 500. In the high reactiv ity region, the normal cata lytic 
process o f converting CO in to  CO 2 occurs. The transition region marks the 
change in character o f the reaction. In this region, the rate o f formation o f 
CO 2 abruptly drops. In the low reactiv ity region, the production o f CO is 
inhibited. This region, characterized by a high concentration o f CO on the 
surface, is known as a CO-poisoned phase. It is known that high coverage 
o f CO on the surface w ill inh ib it chemisorption o f oxygen and poison the 
catalytic surface. However, no sim ilar effect is observed for an oxygen cov­
ered surface; this is due to the fact tha t a considerable amount o f CO still 
can be adsorbed by compressing chemisorbed oxygen[25].
I f  the experiment is performed under high pressure (p > Lü~'’ Ton ), the 
reaction rate exhibits oscillatory and chaotic behavior. This behavior is not 
lim ited only to the cata lytic oxidation o f CO. This phenomenon is almost a 
generic feature of catalytic reactions and occurs frecpiently in various types of 
cata lytic oxidations such as tha t o f l l j ,  N II3 , C2 II.,, C jII^ , and C lly O l^  l.o].
The change o f cata lytic process w ith  external conditions is closely re­
lated to surface processes such as surface reconstructions. To elucidate basic 
mechanisms responsible for these phenomena by including every surface pro­
cess may not be enlightening due to the complexity. However, to study the 
fundamental processes tha t are responsible for the gross features o f the reac­
tion is essential towards understanding o f the oxidation process. A first step
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in developing a conceptually simple model tha t accomplishes this objective 
was made by ZilT, Gulari, and Bars had [19].
2.3 T h e  Z G B  M o d e l
The ZGB model[19] developed a two-component model, who.se steady 
state is not described by thermodynamic ecpiilibrium. The m ajor advantage 
o f the ZGB approach is its sim plicity. The cata lytic process is modelled by 
a set o f kinetic rides, which describe a single step in the evolution o f the 
state o f the system, and we carry it  out by Monte Carlo simulations.
2.3.1 K in e tic  Rules
The kinetic rules utilized in the ZGB model are a sim plification o f the 
experimental observations using the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism as 
the basic reaction mechanism. The cata ly tic  surface is modelled by a sipiare 
lattice o f adsorption sites, for which CO and O2 compete. .-V CO and 0  
gas m ixture is fed to the surface at a constant rate for oxidation. The rela­
tive concentration y^o o f CO and 0  in the gas m ixture is fixed. The above 
discussion o f the surface adsorption o f CO and O2 established that CO is 
chemisorbed through the C, while O2 dis.sociates in to  two 0  adatoms as it 
chemisorbs. Therefore, the adsorption o f CO requires only one active site 
while the adsorption o f 0  needs two adjacent vacant sites. The adsorp­
tion and dissociation o f O2 are assumed to be independent o f orientations. 
These observations and assumptions are incorporated in to  the model and 
translated in to  the following rules:
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CO  +  vacant — ' C,„i ( l(i)
O 2 +  vacant pa ir  — - 2 Gad- ( IT)
Once CO and 0  are cliemisoibed on the surface, the ZGD model assumes 
that immediate formation o f CO 2 takes place. T lie  o.xidation process is 
assumed to occur only among nearest neigiiiror pairs. The end |)roduct o f the 
oxidation is desorbed at once from tiie  cata lytic surface to allow for the next 
cycle o f reaction. I f  the oxidation process is possible in several directions, the 
reaction occurs erpially probable in each direction. This process is modelled 
by the following steps:
Oad T 0 0 , td  C O 2 T  vacant pa ir  . ( I't')
In this model, surface effects such as surface reconstruction and defect are 
ignored. No consideration is given to the possibility o f anisotropy in the ad­
sorption and reaction mechanisms. Furthermore, no attention is given to the 
diffusion and thermal desorption of reactants on the surface. .Admittingly, 
these simplifications may produce a model tha t cannot exactly reproduce all 
the phenomena observed by experiments. However, it  is not the objective of 
this model to exactly reproduce experimental results, rather, the only objec­
tive is to have a simple model which produces qualita tive agreements w ith 
experiments as a first step towards understanding the oxidation. In addition, 
this model provides a nonerpiilibrium system w ith various phase transitions. 
A pa rt from oxidation considerations, these transitions are interesting from 
the perspective o f critical phenomena.
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2.3.2 Phase D iagram  o f the Z G B  M o d e l
The phase diagram o f this model is presented in Fig. 6 , showing the
fractional coverage o f 0  on the surface as a functino o f y^o- This model 
has only one external parameter, which is the m ixing ra tio  o f CO and 0  
concentration ijco- This parameter plays an analogous role in this model as 
the temperature in the magnetic system. Through simulations on a 128x2.56 
lattice, Z iff el n/.[I9] found the following features: for y^o < i/i ~  0.389, the 
system reaches an absorbing state (states tha t cannot be left once they are 
entered) completely occupied by 0 ; a sim ilar CO occupied absorbing state 
occurs for yco > IJ2 ~  0..527; between tj\ and 1/2 , a reactive steady stale 
region exists where the surface is only ])a rtia lly  occupied by CO and 0 . 
and the C O j formation rate assumes a non-zero value. T lie  parameter /y,-,, 
determines the state o f the system. .As y^^ increases past y\. the steady 
state changes from the 0 -satuiated state to the reactive steady state via a, 
second order phase transition. The reactive steady state is replaced by the 
CO-saturated state via a first order phase transition at yco =  v/j.
.A comparison o f this phase diagram w ith  the experimental phase d i­
agram reveals a general agreement between the two: a first order transi­
tion from the reactive steady state to CO-poisoned state is captured by
the model; also this model indicates an 0 -poisoned phase, reminiscent of 
the 0 -rich  phase in the real system. This model, however, indicates a fea­
ture tha t is not seen in the real system, namely the reactive steady state 
to  0-poisoned transition (the second order, transition). Irrespective o f the 
oxidation process, this transition provides an excellent opportun ity  for the 
study o f nonecpiilibrium critica l phenomena.
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Besicles the first and second order transitions, this model does not exhibit 
chaotic behavior. We a ttribu te  this lack o f chaos to the fact tha t we iiave 
only two coupled degrees o f freedom, namely CO and 0  density; this two 
degrees o f freedom is below the minimum rccpiirement for an autonomous 
system to exhib it chaos; more degrees o f freedom are needed in producing 
chaos.
2.3.3 Review of L iterature on the ZG B M odel
The critica l behavior and phase transition o f this model have been the 
subject o f extensive studies. The first order phase transition has been stud­
ied by Dickman using a mean field approach[-IG] tha t approximates the ki­
netic ecpiations for the spatial correlations by truncating the correlations at 
a certain range. .A.t the level o f ignoring pair and higher order correlations, 
the equations are the same as the usual Langmuir adsorption equations w ith 
a Langm uir-llinshelwood reaction term. This method correctly predicted 
the qualita tive features o f the phase diagram w ith  two absorbing states and 
a reactive steady state, although the positions o f transitions were somewhat 
in error. Dickman found better results by including nearest neighbor corre­
lations, for which he found[-l(j] a first order transition at =  0.50 and a 
second order transition at i/,.,-, =  0.25.
Meakin and Scalapino[-17] reproduced the ZCB simulation results w ith a 
larger square lattice of 512 x 512 and also on a hexagonal la ttice of 512x512. 
The essential features o f the phase diagram of square la ttice remain un­
changed in the hexagonal lattice, except v.'.at the first order phase transi­
tion occurs at i/co =  0.561 and the second ordei phase transition occurs 
at 2/co =  0.344. Meakin and Scalapino[47] estimated tha t near the second
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order tra iis ilio ii Uie CO coverage varied as iico ex. (y -  0 . 3 3 3 "  w iih  a cril- 
ical exponent % 0.G9. Sim ilarly they found the oxygen coverage obeyed 
1 -  7io ÛC (ÿ -  0.333)^0 w ith  j io  % 0.61. From their work they could not 
rule out the possibility o f the exponents being the same. G rinstein, Lai 
and Browne[38] argued from a simple renormalization group approach and 
some numerical simulations that the ZGB model belongs to  the universality 
class o f Reggeoa field theory[18] and directed percolation[17], for which the 
critica l exponent j3 is 0.58. 3 'he continuous transition in a kinetic model to 
a noiseless (absorbing) state is generally believed[38. 39] to be in this un i­
versality class. Extensive simulations by .Jensen, Fogeilby, and l)ickman[50] 
have confirmed tha t the dynamical behavior o f the ZGB model belongs to 
universality class o f Reggeon field theory and directed |)ercolation.
The oxidation o f CO has been studied extensively by experiments and 
has been the subject o f numerous theoretical papers besides I hose mentioned 
above. Much recent work has been directed towards im proving the mean 
field rate ecpiations to account for the local correlations tha t are needed 
to describe correctly the O j adsorption and the CO 2 reaction. Dumont t l  
u/.[51] studied a model sim ilar to the ZGB model but w ith  a fin ite CO 2 
production rate. They used simulations to correct the coverage dependence 
o f the mean field adsorption and reaction rates. Their work was extended 
by A ray a el u/.[52] to include CO desorption and the effect o f having several 
choices for potentia l partners to react w ith and having .several neighboring 
vacancies when considering O j desorption. Their work was fu rther extended 
by Ehsasi el «/.[33] and by Kaukonen and i\'ieminen[53] to include CO d if­
fusion. These la tte r authors also vvamined the influence o f local adatom
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interactions on changing the adsorption, desorption, reaction and diffusion 
rates.
The ZG13 model w ith fin ite reaction rates was first considered by Con- 
sidine et «/.[5-I]. The fin ite reaction rate /• is defined as the probability  
o f a reaction to occur in each Monte Carlo tria l w ith adsorption occnring 
w ith  probability  l - 7\  Unlike the case o f the model w ith  in fin ite  reaction 
rates, each Monte Carlo tr ia l can now be either an adsorption process or a 
reaction process. The simulation o f Considinc cl al. was carried out on a 
32x32 square lattice, s ta rting  from an in itia lly  blank surface. Results o f their 
simulations revealed an additional feature in the phase diagram, namely a 
nonequilibrium tric ritica l point where a first order line coalesces w ith  a sec­
ond order line. The estimated position o f this tr ic ritica l point is at ;• =  0.1-1 
and Uco =  0.2S[5d].
A lthough simulations o f Considine indicated the existence o f a t r ic r it ­
ical point, recent simulations done liy Kohler el al. suggested a different 
result[5.5]. They claimed tha t no tric ritica l point exists at nonzero reaction 
rate; instead they found a narrow reactive steady stale region. I'liey em­
ployed a so called constant coverage method[5(j] in their work. The essence of 
this method is the following: the number o f CO on the surface is maintained 
at a constant value. I f  the number o f CO drops below this target value, the 
adsorption process is solely o f CO. The O2 adsorption process occurs only 
when the number o f CO exceeds the target value. The value o f is com­
puted from these adsorption processes, and in the reactive steady state the 
value o f t j c o  Will eventually converge. The ensemble .so-generated is constant 
in CO coverage whereac the ensemble generated by the conventional Monte 
Carlo method is constant in t/co- This method has been utilized successfully
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by ZifT[56] in elucidating metastable states that are otherwise undetected by 
the conventional method. Kohler et al. has gone a step further claim ing 
this method is superior to the conventional method in detecting a narrow 
steady state region.
2 .4  O b je c tiv e s  o f T h is  S tu d y
Despite many studies done on the model, the effect of anisotropy lias 
not yet been explored. .Moreover, the question o f tric ritica l point s till needs 
further investigations. Furthermore, the dynamical jtrocess which is respon­
sible for the critica l behavior warrants study. It is the objective o f this study 
to provide answers to those questions.
This work is composed o f (3 chapters. In chapter 3, we w ill extend the 
ZGB model to include anisotropy. This extension is motivated largely by the 
structura l anisotropy o f P d ( llO ) surface. In this study, we w ill focus on the 
effect o f spatial anisotropy on the phase diagram and the critica l projterties 
o f the model. It is well established that the asymptotic critica l behavior 
o f a system in thermal ecpiilibrium is not affected by spatial anisotropy, 
although it  can lead to crossover effects close to the transition as the effective 
dimensionality o f the critica l fluctuations changes. We want to see i f  the 
same holds true in a nonequilibrium kinetic model.
In chapter -I, we extend the anisotropic model o f ZGB to include finite 
reaction rates. The addition o f finite reaction rates produces more com pli­
cated phase transitions such as tric ritica l points. However, this additional 
future has been disputed by Kohler. In this chapter we w ill present some
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evidence o f a tr ic ritica l point in the anisotropic model based on a variety 
o f considerations. In addition, we w ill study the effect o f anisotropy and 
diffusion on the tr ic ritica l point.
In chapter 5, we investigate another simple model tha t simulates an one­
dimensional chemical reaction. This model also belongs to the universality 
class o f R FT  and directed percolation. The objective o f this study is to 
provide a clear physical picture o f the underlying mechanism of a phase 
transition and to extract critical exponents from the master c(|ualion: I Ins 
also represents an effort to develop an alternative way o f calculating critical 
exponents. The method developed in this chapter may eventually be devel­
oped into a renormalization group approach for the calculation of critical 
exponents.
In chapter G, we w ill summarize the entire work and outline feature direc­
tions. In the .-\ppendix .‘V, we w ill discuss certain aspects which are essential 
in perform ing a Monte Carlo simulation. Furthermore in the .-Appendix Ü, 
we w ill touch upon the generation o f random numbers.
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CH APTER 3 
ANISOTROPIC ZGB MODEL
3 .1  In tro d u c t io n
In this chapter, we w ill study an extension o f the ZGB model that in ­
cludes spatial anisotropy. We w ill map out the phase diagram, examine the 
effect o f CO diffusion, and study two lim iting  cases of the model. .Addition­
ally, we w ill examine the critica l behavior o f the model. It is well establi.slied 
tha t the asymptotic critical behavior o f a system in thermal ecpiilibrium is 
not affected by spatial anisotropy, although it  can lead to crossover effects 
close to the transition as the effective dimensionality o f the critical fluctu­
ations changes. We want to see if  the same holds true in a nonecpiilibrium 
kinetic model. This chapter is organized in the following manner. In Sec­
tion II we discuss the model and our simulation techni(|uc. The results we 
obtained for the phase diagram and the critica l behavior are presented in 
Section 111, and Section IV contains discussion and conclusions.
3 .2  D e s c r ip tio n  o f  A n is o tro p ic  M o d e l
The present model was motivated largely by structura l anisotropy o f the 
(110) surface o f Pd. Pd has a fee crystal structure. I f  the crystal is cut along 
a (110) plane, the surface appears to have rows o f elevated atoms in the [lIO ] 
direction, as shown in Fig. 7. We w ill call the [001] and [llO j directions the 
X and ÿ directions respectively. Since the geometry in the two directions is 
different, it  is reasonable to assume tha t adsorption and reaction processes 
w ill occur at different rates along each direction. Therefore, we incorporated
42
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anisotropy lato the kinetic rules to simulate the s tructu ra l anisotropy. By 
studying the critica l behavior of this anisotropic model, we w ill be able to 
determine whether anisotropy affects the universality class for the critica l 
behavior o f this nonequilibrium phase transition.
We introduced anisotropy into both adsorption and reaction rules. We 
assume that the adsorption o f O2 requires two adjacent sites, as in the ZGB 
model, but we w ill assume the O2 molecule can be adsorbed only when 
oriented along the ij directionfperpendicular to the troughs). No adsor|)tion 
is perm itted for molecules oriented along the trough even if  two empty sites 
are available. The choice o f the ÿ direction for adsorption is completely 
a rb itra ry ; the essential point is to perm it adsorption only in one direction. 
We also w ill assume that the reaction o f CO and 0  depends on whether the 
reactants are in the same trough on in adjacent troughs. We w ill call the 
probab ility  to react in the same trough (perpendicular the O2 adsorption 
d irection) Rx, the probability o f reacting when the reactants are in adjacent 
troughs is denoted Ry =  1 -  R -^.
In our simulations, one Monte Carlo tr ia l for the adsorption/react ion 
process is performed as follows. .\n  empty site is chosen at random and 
then a molecule is chosen to adsorb, either a CO is chosen w ith  probability 
Uco or an O2 w ith  probability l-v/co- I f  a CO is chosen, it  w ill immediately 
react i f  any o f the four neighboring sites are occupied by 0 . I f  the CO can 
react w ith  more than one 0 , the reaction probability  for a given direction 
(x or jj) is weighted by R^ or Ry. Once the reacting partner is chosen, the 
reaction is instantaneous, and both the CO and 0  are removed from the 
surface. I f  the adsorbing molecule is O2 , one o f the two nearest neighbors 
in ÿ direction is chosen at random w ith  equal probability. I f  this second site
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Figure 7: Structure o f the (110) surface o f a fcc crystal. The solid circles 
denote top layer atoms and the open circles show the locations o f the second 
layer atoms.
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is empty, the O2 is adsorbed, and the six nearest neighbors are immediately 
searched for CO molecules to react w ith and the reaction proceeds in the 
same manner as described for CO adsorption events.
In order to model the system more realistically, we also considered the 
possibility o f CO diffusion on the surface. VVe did not include oxygen d iffu ­
sion because experiments show[-14, 57] that it  does not diffuse easily on the 
Pd surface due to its large binding energy. In each diffusion cycle, one CO 
is picked at random and one of its four nearest neighboring sites is chosen 
w ith  equal probability. I f  the site chosen is empty, the CO is moved to 
tha t site and the three neighbors are checked to see if  a reaction is possible 
according to the rules described above. I f  so, CO 2 is formed and removed 
from the surface. This cycle is repeated a to ta l o f Ra times for each ad­
sorption/reaction cycle, where Rj, is the diffusion rate. For example, if  the 
diffusion rate is 10 times faster than the reaction rate, after each reaction 
cycle 10 CO molecules on the surface w ill be selected for diffusion. In the 
a lgorithm , it  is possible for one CO to be picked repeatedly.
Except for the Unite size scaling analysis described later, our simulations 
were done on a  100 X  100 square lattice starting from an em pty lattice. The 
basic tim e unit in the simulation is 1 Monte Carlo Step(M CS), which is 
defined as one Monte Carlo tr ia l for adsorption/reaction for every site of 
the lattice. VVe used a list o f vacant sites to speed up the simulation. W ith  
the im plementation o f the lis t o f vacant sites, the time step o f each Monte 
Carlo tr ia l is equivalent to the inverse o f the number o f vacant sites. In our 
s im ulation, each run was Ihermalized for 2000 MCS and data were taken 
for the following 3000 MCS to determine the steady state properties. In 
addition to  the parameter in the ZGB model, we have as parameters the
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reaction probab ility  along the tro iig ii 11^ , and the CO difFusion rate /dj. In 
this model, i f  we perm itted 0 ;  adsorption in both directions, set Rx =  Ry, 
and ignored dilTusion, we would recover the ZGB model.
3 .3  R e s u lts  on th e  A n is o tro p ic  Z G B  M o d e l
3.3.1 Phase D iag ram  w ith  no Diffusion
Fig. 8 show.s the 0  coverage on the lattice us. ijco For various values oF R.j- 
w ith  no diffusion. The first and second order phase transitions present in 
the ZGB model appear here as well, although the position o f the transition 
and the behavior o f the coverage near it  depends on R^. In Fig. S there is no 
obvious shift o f the first order transition w ith  Rx, but a closer examination 
reveals a linear dependence o f the transition point w ith  Rx as shown in 
Fig. 9. least squares fit to the data gives a slope o f 0.02 ±  0.0008.
On the other hand, the location o f the second order phase transition is 
quite sensitive to the value o f Rx- As Rx increases, the position o f the second 
order phase transition yi shifts to lower values, suggesting tha t the surface 
becomes harder to saturate w ith oxygen. The shift o f iji does not obey 
the linear relationship seen for y-j. The second order transition disappears 
smoothly at Rx — 0.7 1210.002. and for the larger values o f R.x. the reactive 
steady state ajjpears to be present for 0 < < y-i as shown in Fig. 10.
Between the first and .second order transitions, the phase diagram of 
Fig. 8 shows a reactive steady state sim ilar to that seen in the ZGB model. 
For fixed y^o, the 0  coverage o f the surface decreases w ith  increasing Rx- 
The CO coverage stays very low throughout the reactive steady state region 
and the surface consists p rim arily  o f adsorbed 0  and vacancies.
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Figure 8: Oxygen coverage no vs. y^o for various values o f R^ . for a lUb. 100 
lattice. Note tha t while the position of the second order transition  is very 
sensitive to the value o f R^, the first order transition moves very little .
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Figure 9: The location o f the firs t order transition 2/2 vs. Rx- Note the 
greatly expanded scale along the ordinate.
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Figure 10: The phase diagram for the anisotropic model w ith  no CO diffusion
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Much o f the behavior can be explained by recalling that in this model the 
O2 can only be adsorbed in ÿ direction. The reaction rate Ry measures the 
rate for creating a pair o f vacant sites along ÿ direction; An O2 can adsorb 
only on these sites. Near the second order phase transition, the surface is 
nearly completely covered by 0  and most vacant sites are isolated. In order 
for an isolated site to be occupied by O2 , a CO molecule must adsorb and 
react in y direction to create a pair o f vacant sites for O 2 adsorption. If 
Ry is large, it is cpiito likely tha t such a pair w ill be created, favoring O2 
adsorption. Therefore, the system is more easily saturated w ith oxygen, 
which is consistent w ith  the phase diagram. .-Vs Rj. decreases (Ry increases) 
the second order transition shifts towards higher values o f (less O j)  
indicating a larger CO adsorption rate is needed to prevent the surface from 
saturating w ith oxygen.
On the other hand, near the first order transition the lattice is almost half 
vacant, and many vertical pairs o f vacant sites already exist. Increasing Ry 
does not significantly increase the likelihood o f O 2 adsorption through the 
process o f creating pairs o f vacant sites along ÿ direction, hence increasing 
Ry is not very effective in suppressing the saturation o f the surface w ith  CO 
and so 1J2 only increases slightly as Ry increases.
3.3.2 B ehavior w ith  DifFusion
Fig. 11 shows that for a given R^, no significant shift o f the first order 
transition point, 7/2 , occurs un til the diffusion rate Ru is comparable to the 
net reaction rate. For Ru > >12 shifts towards larger values o f tj^^. Diffusion
not only affects 7/2 , it  also changes ti.? magnitude o f the jum p, which shrinks 
as the diffusion rate increases. This behavior was also noted in simulations
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o f the ZGB model w ith  diffusion by Kaukonen and Niomincii[5;i] and by 
Ehsasi et «/.[‘13].
The second order transition point yi is quite insensitive to the diffusion 
rate Rj, as shown in Fig. I I .  This happens in part because each CO must 
be surrounded by 4 vacancies, but the vacancy fraction vanishes at the 
transition. In addition, diffusion o f CO tends to make it more reactive by 
allowing i t  to move next to an 0  and react, which helps deplete the surface 
o f CO. Hence there is no CO present to diffuse as ijco — V\- Further away 
from the second order transition, the diffusion does increase the steady stale 
0  coverage slightly, as the above argument would imply.
Near the first order phase transition, however, the CO concentration on 
the surface is much higher and small islands o f CO appear on the .surface. 
The diffusion o f CO tends to break up these islands and prevent them from 
coalescing and eventually saturating the surface, k  higher value o f is 
needed to adsorb more CO to offset this dispersal process. Diffusion also 
makes the CO more reactive, by allowing it  to move about and seek out an 
adsorbed oxygen to react w ith . This tends to reduce the steady state CO 
concentration on the surface for a given value o f y^o- These effects must be 
offset by a higher ijco in order to saturate the surface, therefore, the critical 
point 7/2 shifts towards larger values.
3.3 .3  L im itin g  Cases o f Z G B  M o d e l
There are two lim iting  cases in which different rows o f la ttice are 
decoupled and vhe behavior on the two-dimensional la ttice appears one­
dimensional in character. The first case appears in the lim it o f ijco — 0, 
in which no reaction occurs and the surface is randomly populated by O2
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Figure 11: Oxygen coverage no vs. ijco for various diffusion rates w ith 
Rx =  0.25 on a 100x100 lattice.
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molecules. Each row in the ÿ direction is independent and the addition o f O2 
molecules to a given row is equivalent to a model for random adsorption o f 
dimers on a ID  chain. The dimer coverage for such a problem is known[58] 
to be 1 — e~^ =  0.864 6 6 4 ..., and our simulation in this lim it gave a result 
o f 0.8636.
The other lim iting  case appears for R^ . =  1. Here there is no possibility 
o f reaction between adjacent troughs to create the pairs o f vacant sites that 
the oxygen molecules need to  adsorb. We find that in this lim it there is 
no reactive steady state; instead, two different absorbing states appear as 
ijco changes. For yco > 2/2 , where î/2 is the smoothly extrapolated value for 
Rx — 1, the steady state consists of a surface saturated w ith  CO as before. 
For ijco <  1/2 , this state is replaced w ith  one tha t consists o f rows o f both 
CO and 0  oriented along the x direction, w ith  a ll sites filled. In this steady 
state i t  is not possible for both species to coexist in the same trough, and 
the only stable configuration for a row is to be populated by a single species. 
This is akin to A +  B A B  reactions in one dimension, which exhibits only 
.4- or 5 -sa tu ra ted  states[19, 47]. .A.s yco changes, the only possible change 
o f configuration is to replace a row o f one species w ith  a row o f another. 
In a fin ite system this leads to jumps in coverage as yco varies. The jumps 
disappear in the lim it o f an infin ite  system. Interestingly, we find there is 
no correlation in the spatial d istribution o f CO and 0  rows, even though 
the O 2 adsorption must occur in adjacent troughs. The th ird  possibility, an 
0 -sa tu ra ted  surface, is ruled out because it  occurs only at Yco =  0, which is 
the dimer-packing lim it mentioned above. •
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3 .3 .4  C ritic a l B ehavior and C ritic a l Exponents
.\s we noted earlier, there is considerable evidence[48, 50] tha t the c r it i­
cal behavior near the second order transition in the ZGB model belongs to 
the same universality class as Reggeon field theory and directed percolation. 
.\s we saw from the phase diagram in Fig. 10, the position o f the second 
order phase transition depends upon R^- For >  0.742, the second order 
transition  disappears. This behavior is akin to a shift in transition  temper­
ature in an equilibrium  system w ith  anisotropy. I t  is interesting therefore 
to ask whether the critica l behavior is also affected by anisotropy.
We investigated the critica l behavior o f the second order phase transition 
by using finite size scaling to obtain the critica l exponents. In the present 
study we examined two exponents, one for the static behavior and one for 
the dynamics.
For the static behavior we studied the critica l exponent (3 tha t describes 
the behavior o f the '"order parameter” 0 , which we chose to  be the fraction 
of sites not occupied by 0  atoms: 0  =  I  — no- Because o f the very low
CO coverage, this order parameter really measures the vacancy fraction.
This choice was taken in light o f the work in Ref. 47 which showed tha t the 
CO serves prim arily  as an agent to keep the reaction going and is not an 
im portant component o f the critica l fluctuations. In the 0  saturated state 
this order parameter obviously vanishes, and near the transition  point ij i in 
an in fin ite  system we expect a dependence o f the form
H V c o )  <X. (V c o  -  y i f  - (19)
We assume that near the second order transition  tha t 0  obeys a fin ite size
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scaling form
i ' { y c o . L ) =  , ( 2 0 )
where u mecisuros the growth o f the correlation length, near the transition, 
^ ÛC \ijco -  U\ \ ~ ' ' 1 and F {x )  a  for large x  so tha t Eqn. (19) obtains for 
L —*■ oo.
We also calculated the dynamical exponent z by fin ite size scaling, where 
z describes the critica l slowing down o f the fluctuations near the’ transition. 
I f  T measures the time scale for relaxation, we expect
r  c( C \ l / c o  -  U iT" '  ■ ( 2 1 )
For our simulations, we define a characteristic time r  for the system to 
become poisoned[59] as:
' '  °
where the sum is over the simulation time in .MCS and is the number 
o f sites not occupied by oxygen atoms at time L Below , we expect r  w ill 
grow exponentially w ith the system size, while above i/i we expect r  to have 
the fin ite size scaling form
r(v /,„Z ,)  =  L-’ G ( | i/e o -< / i| / - '/ ‘' ) ,  (23)
where G (x)  oc x~~‘' for large x.
The simulations for the finite size scaling analysis were done using a 
variety o f la ttice  sizes, from 7 x 7 to 100 x  100, sta rting  w ith  an empty
la ttice  and sampling the state of the system regularly un til the surface was
saturated. The average o f these samples gave the values o f i/.> and r  for tha t 
run. For each L,  we made several hundred independent runs and averaged 
and T to find the characteristic values for the given la ttice  size.
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From Eqn. (20), ip is proportional to at the critica l point i/i. A
log-log p lot o f Ip vs. L at 2/1 should give a stra ight line w ith  slope - p / u .  
S im ilarly, a log-log plot o f t  v s .  L  at i/i should give a stra ight line w ith 
slope z. In Fig. 12, we plot r  vs. L in a log-log p lot for L = 7, 12, 16, 20, 
24, 32, 64 for R^ - =  0.2. We determined the value o f tjco from the lo g (r) vs. 
log(Z ) graph, since its curvature is more .sensitive to value o f (j\ than the 
p lot log((/’ ) vs. log (L) in the critica l region, and thus gives a more accurate 
determ ination o f ij^. We have therefore om itted a plot o f ip vs. L. but we 
stress tha t the two values o f ij\ determined from both the static and dynamic 
scaling analysis are consistent.
I f  is plotted against \yco ~  curves w ith  different L values
should collapse to a single curve for the correct choice for /J and u. Our 
results are shown in Fig. 13, which shows data from L =  16, 32, 64, 100 
on a single curve. Table 1 lists the values for p  and i/ determined in this 
manner for three different choices o f Rx. The error bars for p  are determined 
by varying p  until the curves fail to collapse well to the eye. Sim ilarly, if  
t L ~ -  is plotted against \ ijcù ~  curves w ith  different L valne.s .should
collapse to a single curve. We collapsed data w ith L = 40. 64. SO. 100 onto 
a single curve w ith fixed Table 2 gives the values o f // obtained in this 
fashion. The error bars for // are obtained in the sim ilar fashion as for 6. As 
we observe, the value o f ;/ obtained by two different methods are consistent 
w ith in  the error bars. We should point out tha t the curve for Rx =  0.70 
does not collapse as well as for smaller values o f Rx- We suspect that the
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Figure 12: The mean lifetim e r  as defined in Eqn. (22) vs. system size L 
for various choices of i/co- The symbols for various i/co are i/co =  0.-126: solid 
circles, i/co =  0.128: squares, i/co =  O.ddO: triangles, ijco =  0.-132: diamonds, 
and 1/co =  0.33-1: circles. The straightest curve yields a value o f i/i =  0.430.
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fin ite size scaling cissumptiou is only approximately valid there clue to the 
fact tha t Rj; is close to the value o f 0.742 at which second order transition 
disappears.
Table 1: C ritica l exponents from static scaling for various anisotropy R^.
Rx i/1 H/u P 1/
0.70 0.196 +  0 . 0 0 2 0.75 +  0.02 0.59 +  0.02 0.74 +  0.04
0.50 0.332 +  0.001 0.77 +  0.01 0.05 +  0.00 0.82 +  0.07
0 . 2 0 0.4305 +  0.0005 0.78 +  0.01 0.04 +  0.04 0.83 +  0.05
Table 2: C ritica l exponents from dynamical scaling for various anisotropy 
R x .
R x i/i u -
0.70 0.190 +  0.002 0.04 +  0.14 1.70 +  0.06
0.50 0.332 +  0.001 0.70 +  0.10 1.07 +  0.00
0 . 2 0 0.4305 +  0.0005 0.75 +  0.10 1.04 +  0.03
We believe tha t our model belongs to the directed percolation universal­
ity  class[17, 48, 50], even though the critica l exponent / j is consistently larger 
than the value o f 0.58 found for directed percolation in (2+1) dimensions[18]. 
The reason we believe this is tha t i f  one examines the ( i j v  values for various 
Rx, they are all roughly 0.77, which is the value o{ l3 /u  for ( 2 + l)D  directed 
percolation[17j. We suspect tha t our value o f l3 is larger than tha t found in 
directed percolation, because o f systematic errors in determ ining u from the
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Figure 13: A scaling plot o f log (^Z /^/‘')  vs. log{\yco/yi -  for various
system sizes w ith  =  0.2. The fact tha t all the data collapse onto a single 
curve justifies the scaling relationship postulated in Eqn. (22). The symbols 
for the different system sizes are: L  =  40: circles, L =  64: squares, L  =  80: 
triangles and L  =  100: diamonds.
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collapsing o f the data for difTcreiit L. This collapsing process also requires 
a good estimate o f y i,  while j i / u  is less sensitive to our determ ination of 
i j \ . We have no independent way o f calculating u other than to infer it by 
collapsing the data, so we cannot rule out systematic error. Therefore, we 
believe is a much better indicator than p  itself; fu rther evidence that
suggests directed percolation comes from the dynamical exponent z, which 
agrees w ith  the directed percolation value o f 1.(39[17].
3.4 Conclusion
Here we have studied a kinetic model for CO oxidation on an anisotropic 
cata lytic surface. This model exhibits transitions sim ilar to that in the ZGH 
model. However, in this model the second order critica l point varies as a 
function o f reaction rate Rj; and can actually disappear if  R^ ; is large enough, 
while the first order transition point is almost unaffected. For Rj. — 1 , the 
reactive steady state is replaced by a saturated surface o f random rows of 
pure 0  or pure CO. Diffusion changes the phase diagram only when the 
diffusion rate exceeds the reaction rate. I t  affects prim arily the first order 
transition by shifting the transition point to larger y^o and reducing the 
jum p in concentration.
From a finite size scaling analysis, we obtained the critica l exponents 
P, (/, and T  for various degrees o f anisotropy. Our results indicate that 
spatial anisotropy, jus t as in case o f an equilibrium  system, does not affect 
the critica l behavior o f a nonequilibrium system. Furthermore, our results
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suggest tha t this model belongs to the universality class o f Reggeon field 
theory and directly percolation, which lends support to the hypothesis that 
the critica l behavior in any transition to a noiseless state should be in the 
Reggeon field theory universality class[48, 49].
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CH APTER 4
ZGB MODEL WITH FINITE REACTION
RATE
4.1 In tro d u c tio n
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the effect o f fin ite reaction 
rates on anisotropic ZGB model. .As we have mentioned, the existence of 
a tr ic r itica l point lias been ([uestioned. We w ill ])iesent some evidences 
tha t support the existence o f a tric ritica l point. This chapter is organized 
as follows: section 11 compares the finite reaction rate model w ith infin ite 
reaction rate model; section 111 presents onr evidence o f a tr ic ritica l point: 
and section IV  summarizes onr findings.
4.2 C om parison  o f the M odels
The model we w ill investigate is the extension o f the anisotropic model 
studied in the previous chajiter modified to include a finite reaction rate. In 
the model studied in the previous chapter, we have two parameters: .(/^ c and 
/Zi-. Modification o f our model to incorporate fin ite reaction rate gives an 
additional parameter, the fin ite reaction rate r.
We used a GdxGd square lattice in our simulations. A  typical run was car­
ried out to 100,000 MCS. We carried out simulations for various anisotropy 
Rx and reaction rate r  and mapped out the phase diagram o f the system as 
shown Fig. 1-1-Fig. 15.
62
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Figure 14: F irst order and second order transition points vs. anisotropy 
at r  =  0.9. Circles represent first order transitions, and scpiares are second 
order transitions
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order transitions
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As these phase diagrams demonstrated, the effects o f anisotropy on 
both first and second order transitions are sim ilar to the in fin ite  reaction 
model. Anisotropy has more profound impact on the second order tran ­
sitions, whereas the firs t order transitions are relatively unaffected by it; 
however, the effects o f fin ite  reaction rate are entirely different. I^ig. l(j is 
a slice o f the phase diagram along the direction of finite reaction rate. It 
is evident from these figures that the second order transition is relatively 
insensitive to the change o f reaction rates, contrasting w ith the first order 
transition.
We may understand these trends if  we considered the adsorption and 
reaction processes. Recall tha t the adsorption o f O2 requires two adjacent 
vertical sites; the metastable state of the second order transition only has 
a small number o f vacant pairs tha t are favorable for O2 adsor|)tion. The 
creation o f the.se pairs, and consequently their concentration, is solely con­
trolled by the anisotropy parameter. Therefore over a wide range o f reaction 
rate, the second order point is relatively constant. A slight decrease o f the 
second order point is a reflection o f the enhancement o f CO adsorption at 
low reaction rate due to the increase o f adsorption rate. Fig. 17 is a plot of 
CO concentration as a function o f the reaction rate at second order transi­
tions; the CO concentration is much higher at low reaction rates as shown. 
Consequently, more O2 molecules are required to offset this adsorption en­
hancement, a fact accounts for the trend in second order transition points.
The enhancement o f CO adsorption is further rellected in the shift of 
first order transitions towards lower ?/„ values. This trend is indicative of 
higher CO concentration resulting from the adsorption enhancement. The 
transition to a CO-poisoned state becomes much easier due to  a higher
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Figure 17: Steady state CO concentration as a function o f reaction rate at 
Rx =  0.5
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CO concentration on the lattice. As a result, lower CO concentration in 
relation to 0  in the gas m ixture may s till result in poisoning the system. 
This reduction o f CO in the gas content translates into a lower ijco value 
for the first order transition as indicated by the phase diagram. This trend 
accounts for the narrowing o f the reactive steady state region and u ltim ate ly 
the formation o f a tr ic ritica l point as shown in Fig. 18.
4 .3  T r ic r i t ic a l  P o in t
Even though the existence o f the tric ritica l point shown by (,'onsidine[ô l] 
has been i|uestioned ijy Koliler[.ûô], further investigation is s till needed due 
to the following reasons. W hile the constant coverage method has been 
successful in elucidating the metastable region, its u tility  in demonstrating 
a steady state region is less evident. As has been shown by Ziff[.ü(j], this 
method is capable o f elucidating both the steady and metastable states o f the 
conventional method. But this method does not provide any indications as 
to whether the apparent steady state o f the constant coverage is a metastable 
or a stable state in the conventional method.
Ziff[.50] has pointed out that there is a critica l CO coverage above which 
the apparent steady state o f the constant coverage method is unstable in the 
conventional sense. The support for this assertion comes from the decay of 
this apparent steady state evolving by the conventional method. Moreover, 
i f  this apparent steady state is below the critical value, the conventional 
method w ill destroy CO clusters, and this state w ill decay into a reactive 
steady state sustained by vacancies. However, this scenario is changed dra­
m atically near the tr ic ritica l point. Because of high adsoi])tion rates, CO 
adsorption is enhanced. Th is enhancement destroys vacancies in favor of
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CO. .A.S a result, very few vacant sites are present, and they play the role of 
a spectator as shown in Fig 19. Con.sequently, there is no analogous reactive 
steady state sustained by vacant sites. The shrinkage o f CO will force the 
system into the 0 -poisoned state. I'he  constant coverage method may pro­
duce an apparent steady slate tha t is metastable in the conventional sense 
in analogy w ith  the situation above the critica l CO value.
The character o f the reactive steady state changes as a function o f the 
reaction rate. Far from the tr ic r itica l point, 0  atoms dominate the reactive 
steady state w ith  some vacant sites, and the presence o f CO is entirely 
negligible as shown in Fig. 20. In this steady state the competition is between 
0  and vacancy. In contrast, small clusters o f CO begin to form in the steady 
state o f the first order transition Fig. 21. In addition, the steady slate has 
significantly more CO and fewer 0  atoms. The steady state o f the tric ritic td  
point incorporates features o f the steady states o f both first and second 
order transitions as shown in Fig. 22. This steady state o f the tr ic ritica l 
point has relatively fewer isolated vacant sites together w ith a large number 
of 0  atoms, reminiscent o f the steady state o f the second order transition. 
Islands o f CO are also present in the reactive steady state in resemblance to 
that o f the first order transition. In this reactive steady state, islands o f CO 
and 0  atoms are compact objects w ith  few vacant sites residing between 
CO and 0  interfaces, suggesting tha t reactions occur only on the edges of 
clusters. Therefore, transition to CO- or 0 - poisoned state is characterized 
by the competition between CO and 0  atoms while vacant sites are merely 
spectators. The appearance o f the tr ic r itica l point is a consecpience o f this 
change in competing partners from vacant sites to  CO in the transition to 
0 -poisoned state.
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Figure 20; A lypicul steady slate at the second order transition. CO is 
represented by 1, and 0  is by Y
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Figure 21: A typical steady state at the' first order transition. CO is repre­
sented by L and 0  is by Y
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Figure 22: A typical steady state at the tric ritica l point. CO is represented 
by I, and 0  is by Y
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Here we w ill present evidence whicli supports a tr ic ritica l point in a 
s lightly difFerent model. The appearance o f the tr ic r itica l point, from the 
renormalization point o f view, corresponds to an additional relevant direc­
tion. In this context, the critica l behavior of the system is entirely different 
at the tr ic r itica l point or away from it. An indication o f this difference is 
the critica l exponents, which assume distinctive values in different regions 
w ith  a crossover phenomenon marking the transition from one region to the 
other. Beside this change, a distinction in the decay characteristics o f the 
unstable state in the poisoned regions and the steady state region also ex­
ists. .Moreover, the nature o f the 0-poisoned transition above and below 
the tr ic ritica l point are dram atically different in the sense that the second 
order transition is no longer a second order transition below the tric ritica l 
point, due to the lack o f a reactive steady slate. Consetjuently, we do not 
expect to observe many characteristics o f a second order transition such as 
significant growth in susceptibility.
In short i f  a tr ic ritica l point exists, the critica l behavior, characteristic 
time scale and susceptibility should indicate its existence. In the following, 
these aspects w ill be examined carefully to provide evidence o f its exis­
tence. Because o f the lack o f analytical understanding o f the model, this 
evidence should not be construed as a conclusive answer to the tpiestion of 
the tr ic ritica l point. Rather, it should be viewed only as evidence which 
is incompatible w ith  the expectations one may have for a narrow reactive 
steady stale. Furthermore, it  should be noted tha t differences exist between 
our model and C«-.'sidine’s. .'Mthough we do not expect significant changes 
in the phase structure, ue. nlhcless, cautions should be applied in extending 
results from one model to the other.
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4.3 .1  C haracteris tic  T im e  Scale and Susceptib ility
F irst we studied tlie  characteristic time r .  W lie ii the system is far away 
from the tr ic ritica l point, we expect the characteristic time to bciiave d iffer­
ently in various regions, and the transition points mark a significant change 
in the characteristic time. Consequently, its derivative w ith  respect to ij^o 
should reflect this change. Fig. 23 reveals three different regions, corre­
sponding to two poisoned regions and a reactive steady state region. The 
two peaks in the derivative (Fig. 2d) mark the transition points; clearly, they 
are separated by a reactive steady state region. .-Accompanying the increase 
o f the reaction rate, the peak separation narrows, indicating the narrowing 
o f the reactive steady state as shown in Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2G. Fvent ually. this 
peak separation is indistinguishable as shown in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28 w ithin 
the resolution at r  =  0 .0 1 , suggesting the lack o f a steady state region.
In addition to the fact that various regions o f the phase diagram are 
marked by enormous differences in the characteristic time, vacancy suscep­
t ib ility  also shows that transitions are o f a different nature above and below 
the tric ritica l point. Above the tr ic r itica l point, the vacancy susceptibility 
is expected to grow in a fin ite size system as it  approaches the second order 
transition point. This increase o f susceptibility is indicative o f large fluctua­
tions at a critica l point, and is an analogue o f the divergence o f susceptibility 
in an infin ite  volume system. Below the tric ritica l point, the reactive steady 
state region is absent, and the transition is o f a different nature compared 
w ith  the second order transition. Therefore, we do not expect large fluc­
tuations associated w ith  a second order transition; in tu rn , the vacancy 
susceptibility is not expected to grow significantly as the transition point is 
approached. Fig. 29 is the susceptibility vs. for various reaction rates.
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It  is evident from this figure tha t the growth o f susceptibility is significantly 
curtailed beyond the tr ic r itica l point, indicative o f a first order transition 
and the lack o f a narrow reactive steady state region. More evidence o f the 
tr ic r itica l point comes from the critical behavior and critical exponents.
4.3 .2  C ritic a l B ehavior and C ritica l Exponents
Before we proceed further, we w ill consider an ciJidciiiic ;nof/c/ approach 
in the study o f dynamical systems[d9, GO]. A conceptual understanding o f 
this method is simple. Imagine a group o f people; .some of these people are 
healthy, and others are infected w ith  a curable disease. The spreading o f 
this non-lethal disease to a healthy person and the subsecpicnt cure from 
this disease is a dynamic process. The absorbing state o f this dynamical 
process corresponds to a disease free society. The number o f people w ith 
the disease at any given tim e depends upon the rate at which the disease 
spreads through the population. The dynamic inform ation about this phase 
transition from an infected world to a disease-free world can be learned by 
m onitoring the number o f infected people. We can exact a complete analogy 
between this scenario and our model. In the same way as the spreading o f 
an epidemic, we consider the spread o f vacant sites and CO molecules in 
time. In this epidemic model approach, we embedded vacant sites in a sea 
o f 0  molecules. We monitored the growth of these vacant sites and CO 
molecules by computing its statistical average over a large ensemble, which 
includes configurations tha t have been poisoned prior to the com putation o f 
the average.
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I f  we start from a configuration o f two vacant sites in a sea o f 0  atoms 
in itia lly , CO plays no essential role at a high reaction rate as seen from 
Fig. 30. The CO eventually decays to some constant background while the 
number o f vacant sites increases in time. The essential dynamics is cont rolled 
by vacant sites. This result is consistent w ith  the findings o f chapter 1 . .<\.s 
the adsorption rate increases, both CO and 0  increase over time as seen in 
Fig. 31. This increase of CO over time is a result o f enhanced CO adsorption. 
Conseciucntly, CO no longer plays the role o f a spectator. Further increase 
o f the adsorption rate results in a dram atic decrease o f vacant sites over 
tim e as shown in Fig. 32. IIecau.se o f this decrease, vacant sites become 
spectators, reminiscent o f the role played by CO at high reaction rates, and 
CO dominates the dynamical behavior as shown in Fig. 32. T iiis  reversal o f 
fortune fu rtiie r indicates the competition in the tric ritca l region is between 
CO and 0 .
To characterize the dynamic behavior o f the transition, we m onitor the 
number o f CO atoms and vacancies, Nco+vac, on the surface. We can define 
a grow th rate exponent i] as
■ ^ c o + v i i c { ^ )  <X t ^ . (2-1)
A dd itiona l dynamical in form ation can be obtained by computing survival 
p robab ility  at a given time. We define the survival p robability  at a given 
tim e as the fraction o f to ta l independent runs which survived t i l l  this time. 
Sim ilarly, we can define an exponent S for the survival p robab ility  P{t )
P{1) oc . (25)
We expect both P{t )  and Nco+vaciO to be a homogeneous function,
f { f n L , l L “ ' )  =  , (26)
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where =  yco -  Vcoc- We can obtain the scaling behavior o f this function 
by setting t =  / / “ ' / “ ' ,  and we have
=  (27)
A t critica l point, we expect this function to obey a power law relation:
/(< ) =  (* '/= ' . (28)
A t a tr ic r itica l point, we expect to have an additional variable in the ho­
mogenous function, indicating the existence o f a second relevant direction 
from a renormalization point o f view[61. 62, 63]
=  I “7 ( / i i , / i 2 ,0  , (29)
where / i2 =  r  -  r, and 6 is the cross over exponent. In analogy w ith  critical 
point scaling, we expect a power law dependence at a tr ic r itica l point
f i t )  = f * '/ * '  , (30)
but having a different exponent from that o f a second order transition.
Fig. 33 is a log-log plot o f the number o f vacant sites plus CO (A7+yac) 
vs. time. The straight line shows the critica l point, and the slope is the 
exponent rj. To locate the critica l point more accurately, we compute the 
local slope, which is defined as
f s )  ^Og[JVco.f.i,ac(t)/Nco+vac(t/8 )]
m  -  ^  . (31)
According to  Grassburger, the local slope obeys the following relationship:
Q  ^I)
T]it) =  Tj +  j  +  -h . . .  . (32)
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Fig. 3-1 shows the local slope vs. the reciprocal time. A linear relation 
indicates the critica l point, and the intersection is the critica l exponent. The 
exponent 6 can be obtained sim ilarly. The results for ;/ and 6 are summarized 
in Table. 3. The static exponents, /i and (3, and dynamical exponent, r ,  are 
obtained via the method o f fin ite size scaling as we have done in the previous 
chapter.
Table 3: Dynamical and static critical exponents at R.  ^ =  Ü.-5
V 0.9 0.40 0.025 0 . 0 2
1/1 0.3307 ±  0.0005 0.3080 ±  0.0002 0.1666 ±  0 . 0 0 0 2 0.1544 ±  0.0002
!3/u 0.78 ±  0.03 0.768 ±  0.003 0.65 ±  0.05 0.61 ± 0 .05
13 0.62 ±  0.05 0.65 ±  0.05 none none
u 0.80 ±  0.05 0.85 ±  0.05 none none
T 1.75± O.iO 1.75 ±  0.10 1.70 ± 0 .1 0 1.45 ±  0.10
n 0 . 2 2  ±  0 . 0 1 0 . 2 2  ±  0 . 0 2 0.17 ± 0 .0 2 0.14 ±  0.03
6 0.45 ±  0.02 0.44 ±0 .01 0.65 ± 0 .0 1 0.65 ±0 .01
In this fin ite  size scaling, we have used a la ttice o f 8 x8 , K ixlG . 32x32, 
64x64. In Fig. 35, we plotted log of the order parameter vs. log o f the system 
size at critica l ])oints, located by the straightest line in lo g (r)  vs. lo g ( i)  plot 
as shown in Fig. 36. The slope of Fig. 35 determines the critica l exponent 
Sim ilarly, the slope o f Fig. 36 gives the dynamical exponent r .  To 
extract the inform ation about the critical exponent o f the order parameter 
and sta tic correlation length u, we collapsed data fro-n a variety o f lattice 
size on a log-log plot o f vs. | p -  pc | I t  is shown in Fig. 37.
We have summarized these results in Table 3.
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As we may have observed in Table 3, the reaction rate r  has v irtua lly  no 
effects on both static and dynamical behaviors. The critica l exponents (/?, 
u, 3 /u .  and r ) ,  which are indicative o f the critica l behavior o f both static 
and dynamical in nature, remain unaffected by the variation o f the reaction 
rate except near the tr ic ritica l point. I t  is this insensitiv ity o f these critica l 
exponents as a function o f the reaction rate which suggests the robustness 
o f the universality class o f R FT and directed percolation.
In spite of the robustness o f the R FT  and directed percolation, a different 
critica l behavior is seen near the tr ic r itica l point, as suggested by the phase 
diagram. .A.s have discussed earlier, we expect to observe two different c r it i­
cal behaviors plus crossover phenomena. Our results seem to be compatible 
w ith these expectations except a clear indication o f the crossover phenom­
ena. We have observed a marked charge in character o f the steady state near 
the presumed tric ritica l point. Furthermore, we have observed a slight vari­
ation o f the critica l exponents near the tr ic r it ica l point. .-Vdmittingly, this 
small variation may well be a consequence o f statistica l error. Nevertheless, 
we cannot exclude this from the possibility o f being a crossover phenomenon; 
in a crossover region, the behavior o f the system w ill be marked by two dif­
ferent exponents: to discern these two exponents amidst statistica l noises is 
highly non-triv ia l. W hat we expect to observe under the circumstance is 
an averaged exponent ranging between the tr ic r itica l exponent, and RFT 
and directed percolation exponent; this expectation is compatible w ith  our 
results. Moreover, all exponents deviate significantly from tha t o f R FT 
and directed percolation; there are two possibilities to account for this fact. 
One is tha t we have two different second order transitions. In the language 
o f renormalization, each one corresponds to  a different fixed point; as the
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reaction rate changes, one fixed point loses its dominance to the other, caus­
ing crossover phenomenon and the eventual change o f critica l exponents. 
However, this scenario is unlikely, because o f the susceptibility o f vacant 
sites ceases to develop after certain reaction rates, indicating a lack o f reac­
tive steady states. Further evidence comes from parameters tha t are crucial 
in settling the question o f the tr ic r itica l point. In the following, we w ill 
formulate a theory o f tr ic r itica l point. The parameters tha t indicate the 
tr ic r itica l point emerge natura lly from this theory.
4 .3 .3  A  T h eo ry  o f the T ric ritic a l P o in t
Before we tu rn  our attention to formulate the theory, we w ill digress 
s lightly to discuss tric ritica l phenomena in the B lum e-Em ery-G riffth model 
and the Landau-Ginzburg model. This discussion w ill provide us w ith  in­
sight in to various aspects tha t are necessary in developing a theory which 
may encompass a tr ic ritica l point.
The B lum e-Em ery-G riffth model is a classic example o f a therm ody­
namic system, which exhibits a tr ic r itica l point. This is a system of 
He^ — He ‘^ \ Fig. 38 depicts a phase diagram o f this system. When the 
temperature is above the tric ritica l point o f the system, the transition is 
second order. I t  is jus t the ordinary A transition from a fluid state to a 
superfluid state. I f  He^ is added to  the system, the transition tempera­
ture is lowered. When the concentration o f He^  reaches 0.67, the transition 
from / fe ‘*-richer superfluid state to /fe^-richer normal state is discontinu­
ous. The dividing point o f first and second order transitions is the tr ic ritica l 
point o f the system; many other systems, such as N H ^ C l  and FeC/g, also 
have tr ic r itica l points[64].
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In  addition to  the temperature, which indicates the A po int o f normal 
superflu id ity transition, an additional parameter(known as non-order pa­
rameter) has to  be introduced into this system to  locate the tr ic r it ic a l point; 
here it  is the He^  concentration. This feature o f a two-param eter system is 
generic to  all systems tha t have a tr ic ritica l point. In  our model, we have two 
parameter: yco and r. From the perspective o f the renorm alization group, 
th is two-parameter requirement shows the existence o f two relevant direc­
tions; in  order to  construct a theory which encompasses a tr ic r it ica l point, 
i t  must meet this requirement. The most generW theory which encompasses 
sta tic  critica l phenomena o f every kind was formulated by Landau-Ginzburg.
In  the Landau-Ginzburg model, the thermodynamic free energy is ex­
pressed in terms o f a power series o f an order parameter near critica l points. 
This theory assumes the free energy has inversion sym m etry in the order 
parameter, therefore, no odd terms in the series expansion may occur.
G (m , T ) =  a{T)  +  -h ^ c (T )m ' -j- ^ d {T ) m ^  +  . . .  , (33)
where the coefficients are functions o f the temperature. To avoid extensive 
discussion o f Landau-Ginzburg model, we w ill only brie fly show the im por­
ta n t aspects o f the model in producing pheise transitions.
The creation o f phase transitions in the Landau-G inzburg model is base 
on the behavior o f various coefficients as a function o f T . For example, 
to  produce a second order transition from the theory, i t  is assumed that 
coefficients c and d are always positive; the coefficient b changes its sign at 
the critica l point. Moreover, to produce a first order transition , c has to 
change its sign at the transition point while d must always be positive and 
b has to  be a decreasing function o f T . To incorporate tr ic r it ic a l points into
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the theory, these coefficients are also functions o f the non-order parameter. 
The thermodynamical function becomes
G{m,  6, T )  =  a(T , Ô) 4 - ^ 6 (T , 6)m'^ -f- ^c {T ,  ^ )m “  -h ^d (T , S)m^ + . . .  . (34)
From the above discussion, i t  is clear tha t b{T,6)  =  0 gives a line o f 
continuous transitions, whereas c{T,6)  =  0 defines a line o f discontinuous 
transitions. A  tr ic r itica l poin t, which is the point o f convergence o f the 
continuous and discontinuous transitions, is defined by b{T,6)  =  c(T , 6 ) =  0. 
From this example, i t  is evident tha t two m ajor features are critica l in 
producing tr ic ritica l behavior. F irs t, an additional non-order parameter is 
necessary besides the temperature. Furthermore, different types o f phase 
transitions are related to the behavior o f various coefficients.
As we have mentioned earlier, a theory o f tr ic ritica l points must contain 
two parameters; moreover, the example o f Landau-Ginzburg model eluci­
dates the relationship between critica l points and these parameters. W ith  
these points in m ind, we w ill form ulate our theory. In this form ulation, we 
w ill use a mean field theory approach. Since the objective o f this theory is 
to  provide an explanation o f the phase boundary rather than extract c r it­
ical exponents, the inadequacy o f smoothing out fluctuations inherited in 
a mean field theory may not be profound. I t  may be argued that critica l 
points are less influenced by fluctuations, dimensionality, and symmetries. 
I f  the influence o f these factors is strong, the location o f critica l points w ill 
be generic in each universality class, reminiscent o f critica l exponents. The 
lack o f such generic behavior suggests a weaker dependence o f critica l points 
on these factors. Further evidence supporting the use o f a mean field ap­
proach comes from the study o f Dickman, who has employed a mean field 
approach studying the ZGB model[46]. Some o f his results are in very good
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agreement w ith  simulations. In view o f these arguments, we may expect a 
mean field type approach w ill yield a satisfactory result in  predicting phase 
boundary.
To facilita te a dynamical description o f the evolution, we construct the 
evolution equation for CO and 0 . The exclusion o f vacant sites from the 
consideration is a consequence o f its dependence on CO and 0 . Therefore, 
evolution o f CO and 0  encompasses the entire system. In this description, 
dynamical equations are functions o f yco and r ,  w ritten  as 
dx
=  2 { \ - y c o ) { l - r ) x b b - X c o - o T  (35)
dx
- ^  =  Vcoi^ -  r)xb -  Xco-or, , (36)
where ico> and are the concentration o f CO, 0 , and vacant sites, 
respectively; Xbb is the concentration o f vacant pairs that have a suitable 
orientation for 0 ;  adsorption. The firs t term  o f the two equations represents 
the adsorption process, and the second term  describes reaction. The factor 
o f 2  in the first term  o f the first equation accounts for the pair adsorption 
o f oxygen. I f  we subtract Eq. 35 from Eq. 36, at steady state we have
2(1 yc^}^bb Vco^b — 0 . (3 < )
I t  has been argued by Considine[54] tha t the concentration o f vacant 
pairs Xbb can be expressed as a series expansion in terms o f the concentration 
o f single vacant site. In the second order approxim ation, the vacant pair 
concentration can be expressed as
Xbb ~  C%Z(, "i" C^ Xb . (38)
Furthermore, the coefficients Ci and cg in  the expansion are functions of
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reaction rate, and they can be w ritten  as
Cl =  go +  g ir  +  . . .  (39)
C2 =  h\T +  /i27’  ^+  hzr^ +  h^ r '^. . . .  (40)
I f  we use these expansions o f c’s in and substitute i t  in to  the steady state 
condition Eq. 37, after a lit t le  algebra we obtain a quadratic equation o f the 
following form
dt ~  -  {a +  b)s +  b , (41)
where s =  Xco +  %<,, a =  2 ( 1  -  gco)(l -  r )c 2 , and 6  =  [ 2  + ( 1  -  gco)(ci +  C2 ) -
gco](l — r ) .  I t  should be noted that parameter a is always positive.
The solution to this equation is simply given by the quadratic formula. 
One solution is s =  1 . Physically, this solution indicates a steady state w ith  
no vacant sites on the lattice. This is evidently unphysical for a reactive 
steady state since vacant sites are always present in a reactive steady state. 
Therefore, this solution corresponds to  either a CO-covered or an 0  -covered 
surface. This solution occurs when b =  a, b =  0 and a /  0, or a =  —b. 
To fu rthe r distinguish a CO-poisoned state from  an 0-poisoned state, we 
consider each case separately. For b =  a, the dynamical evolution equation 
o f Xo — Xco is
-  x,o) ^  ^ ^ ^ 2  _ 2 s  +  l )  =  a{s -  1Ÿ  . (42)
Since the quantity  on the right is positive, the difference in O and CO con­
centration increases as a function o f time, and the surface w ill n. ve more 0  
than CO. The system eventually reaches an 0-poisoned state. This coiulu- 
sion is fu rther confirmed by numerically evolving the dynam ical equations 
w ith  an in itia lly  empty surface.
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I f  b =  0 and a ^  0, Eq. 41 reduces to
~  =  as(s -  1) . (43)
This equation is always nonpositive. Therefore, 0  density is always decreas­
ing in re lation to  CO density un til the system reaches CO-poisoned state. 
This conclusion is verified by numerical evolution o f the equations. Sim ilar 
conclusion can be reached for the case a =  —b.
The other solution to the quadratic equation is s =  6 /a .  Evidently, a 
physically realizable solution is 6  <  a, which corresponds to the steady state. 
Besides these combinations o f a and b tha t give physically realizable states, 
other combinations are forbidden on the physical ground. In short, the 
parameter space bounded a-axis and a =  b line corresponds to  the reactive 
steady state region. The CO poisoned state occurs on the a-axis, whereas 
the 45 degree line defines the 0  poisoned state. The tr ic r it ica l point occurs 
where the firs t order and the second order transition converges, and i t  is the 
origin o f the parameter space. Fig. 39 graphically summarizes these results.
As Fig. 39 indicated, the region where a >  b marks the 0-poisoned state 
and reactive steady state. This result provides a condition for calculating 
the second order transition points
Vco — 2(1 -  yco)c\ > 0 . (44)
Solving this equation for yco, we obtained the condition for second order 
transition and reactive steady state
This result shows the reactive state occurs when t/co is greater than y\ while 
the system attains an 0 -poisoned state i f  yco is less than y\.
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Similarly, the condition 6  =  0 provides a means to  locate the first order 
transition points
2(1 -  î/co)(ci +  C2 ) -  j/co =  0 . (46)
Solving this equation for yco, we obtained the first order transition points
'.-am
This result shows the system reaches CO-poisoned state i f  yco is greater 
than j/2 - Additionally, the condition a =  - b  gives a CO-poisoned state; the 
transition points are given by
Since this y '2 is greater than 2/2 , the boundary o f the CO-poisoned phase 
occurs at 1/2 •
A  comparison o f j/2 and yi  reveals that j/2 is greater than yi  ; This result 
indicates that the 0-poisoned phase occurs at lower yco values than the CO- 
poisoned phase; the reactive steady state occurs between yi  and 2/2 - This 
phase diagram is consistent w ith  the phase diagram from the simulation. 
As we have seen, a tr ic r it ica l point is where first order and second order 
transitions converge, tha t is 2/1 = 2/2 - This observation lead to  the conclusion 
tha t the tr ic ritica l point occurs at C2 =  0 .
From the series expansion for C2 , i t  is clear a critica l point exists at 
zero reaction rate. However, other zeros o f C2 may also exist for nonzero 
reaction rate. These zoros produce a tr ic r itica l point at a fin ite reaction 
rate, therefore, the search o f a oricritical point at a fin ite reaction rate is to 
search for zero’s o f C2 . In addition to C2 =  0 at the tr ic r itica l poin t, Eq. 46 
implies ci =  ycol'^Vo- Since the exact form  of C\ and C2 is unknown and
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nontriv ia l to derive, we w ill extract them from  the phase diagram. In this 
extraction, we retained the fourth  order term in the expansion o f c; and the 
th ird  order term in c i.
Fig. 40 illustrated the form  of C2 near the tr ic r itica l po int. I t  is clear 
tha t C2 has a zero at approximately r  =  0 .0 2 ; fu rthe r evidence o f C2 =  0  is 
provided by the extracted value o f Ci, which has a value o f 0.091. Assuming 
C2 =  0, Eq. 46 gives a calculated value o f 0.091 for c i, which is in good 
agreement w ith  the extracted value. This agreement is indeed consistent 
w ith  the expectation o f C2 =  0. Fig. 41 shows a phase diagram from simula­
tions and a calculated phase diagram using extracted ci and C2 . As we have 
seen, the results are in very good agreement w ith  simulations. Besides curve 
fitt in g , further evidence tha t C2 =  0  comes from the relationship between 
the concentration o f C O -0 pairs and vacant sites.
The equilibrium  condition requires
Xco-o =  +  2yoCiXb -t- 2yoC2Xb^) . (49)
Using the values for c\ and C2 at the tr ic r itica l point, the equilibrium  con­
centration o f Xco-o at the tr ic ritica l point is given by
( 1  — r)
^co—o — ~ yco^b • (50)
In  Fig. 42-Fig. 44, we plotted C O -0 pair density from simulations and cal­
culated values o f C O -0 pair density w ith  the assumption tha t C2 =  0 for 
various t/co- We observe tha t simulated C O -0 pair density curve does not 
cross th ttl o f the calculated curve for r  >  0.018, im plying C2 is nonzero. A t 
r  =  0.018 ±  0.0U4, C2 vanishes, suggesting a tr ic r it ica l point.
In  view o f these facts, we may conclude tha t a tr ic r itica l point may in 
fact exist in the model. However, to make a conclusive answer ba.sed upon
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numerical calculation alone is rather premature. Further analytical studies 
are needed in order to answer the question w ith  certainty.
4 .3 .4  Effects o f A n iso tropy and D iffusion  on T ric rit ic a l Points
Before we conclude this chapter, we w ill briefly consider the effect of 
anisotropy and diffusion on the tr ic r itica l point. Fig. 45 and Fig. 46 are pro­
jections o f the tr ic ritica l line onto Rx — r  and Rx — Vco planes, respectively. 
Projections o f the tr ic ritica l line onto these planes reveal a m inim al depen­
dence o f rt on anisotropy, yet a stronger dependence o f yco, on anisotropy is 
seen. The dependence o f ijco, on anisotropy and adsorption rate is consistent 
w ith  the trend o f first order points. .A.n increase o f the anisotropy parameter 
Rx results in the shift o f the second order points towards smaller j/co values. 
To compensate this shift, a higher adsorption rate is necessary to shift the 
firs t order transition points towards lower r/co values as shown by Fig. 46.
As we found in the previous chapter, diffusion has lit t le  influence on the 
second order transition because o f the low concentration o f CO. However, 
the first order transition point is highly sensitive to diffusion. An increase 
o f diffusion rates results in moving the firs t order transition point towards a 
higher value o f rjco- In the present case, we expect CO diffusion to become 
more im portant in the region o f high adsorption rate due to higher CO 
concentration. Fig. 17 shows the trend o f CO concentration towards high 
adsorption rates. I t  is evident from this figure tha t the enhancement o f CO 
adsorption results in higher CO concentration at second order transition. 
Therefore, we expect the effect o f diffusion on the second order transition w ill 
be more profound. Consequently, the tr ic r it ica l po in t w ill become unstable. 
Fig. 47 shows the phase diagram w ith  a variety o f diffusion rate; the result of
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a slow diffusion moves the tric ritica l point ycot to  a higher value o f yco, and 
a fast diffusion reintroduces steady state and destroys the tr ic r itica l point. 
This can be understood in terms o f the effective reaction rate. The diffusion 
process, as we have seen in the previous chapter, increases the effectiveness 
o f CO to  react. Therefore, the system behaves as a system w ith  a high 
reaction rate, and the reactive steady state reemerged a.s a result.
4.5  Conclusion
In conclusion, we have studied a variant o f ZGB model w ith  fin ite re­
action rates. We have mapped out phase diagrams via Monte Carlo sim­
ulations. Our results indicate that anisotropy has a m inim al impact on 
the discontinuous transition, whereas more profound effects are seen on the 
continuous transition in reminiscent o f the model w ith  in fin ite  reaction rate. 
In  contrast to  this behavior, finite reaction rate has more profound impact 
on the discontinuous transitions than on continuous transitions. Moreover, 
Our simulations as well as those o f Considines[54] suggest the existence o f a 
tr ic r it ica l point. Further evidences o f its existence are shown by the critica l 
exponents, susceptibility, characteristic tim e scale, and parameters c i and 
C2 - As we have mentioned earlier, our results strongly indicate the possi­
b ility  o f a tr ic ritica l point in this model. However, a conclusive answer can 
be reached only by analytical means, therefore, fu rther analytical study o f 
the tr ic r it ica l point may be warranted. Besides the evidence we provided 
for the possibility o f a tr ic r itica l point, we have Jso  examined the effect o f 
diffusion on the tr ic ritica l point. I t  has been shown th a t fj-st diffusion tends 
to  destroy the tr ic r itica l point in the region we surveyed.
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CH APTER 5 
M ECHANISM  OF DYNAM ICAL PHASE  
TRANSITIO N
5.1 Introduction
In recent years much work has been devoted to understanding the behav­
io r o f nonequilibrium  systems. Various methods, such as mean field theory 
and series expansion technique, have been employed in the pass to study 
nonequilibrium  phase transitions. We w ill study nonequilibrium  systems 
from  a different perspective, which has the advantage o f being more generic. 
Frequently, a nonequilibrium system is governed by a set o f dynamical rules, 
which describe the statistica l evolution o f the system. The ZGB and Schlogl 
models are examples o f such a statistical system. A  Ham iltonian description 
o f such a system is d ifficu lt to obtain due to the lack o f an energy function. 
Therefore, i t  is natural to employ a statistica l description. In this chapter 
we develop a method for studying dynamical system, u tiliz ing  this s ta tis ti­
cal description. We organized this chapter as follows: section I I  describes 
the approach and presents a physical mechanism o f dynamical transitions; 
section I I I  compares this approach w ith  the transfer m a trix  method; section 
IV  explores the importance o f noise in controlling critica l behavior. Finally, 
we win illustra te  this method w ith  a simple example.
117
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5 .2  A  M a s te r  E q u a tio n  A p p ro a c h
A master equation is a kinetic equation describing the evolution o f a 
statistica l system based on transition probabilities. The solution to  this 
equation provides us w ith  complete inform ation concerning the statistica l 
nature o f the system, and in principle i t  affords the calculation o f any quan­
t ity  o f interests. For a nonequilibrium system undergoing a kinetic phase 
transition, the most im portan t characterization o f the transition  is its c r it i­
cal exponents, which determine the universality class. To learn the critica l 
behavior from  the master equation, i t  is essential to understand the basic 
mechanism of the dynamical transition.
The fundamental dynamical process o f a nonequilibrium system is typ i­
cally Markoffian. In other words, the dynamical evolution o f the system is 
independent o f its history. The temporal tra jectory o f the system in config­
uration space is expressed in terms o f transition probabilities. The master 
equation
^  (51)
j
is the mathematical realization o f this fact. Here P,- is the p robab ility  for 
the system to be in a particu lar configuration i ,  and Wji  is the transi­
tion  probab ility  from  one state i  to the another state j .  The solution to 
this equation provides the probability  for the statistical realization o f vari­
ous configurations. W ith  a suitable combination o f these configurations, a 
dynamical system can be decomposed into, various independent dynamical 
processes. This decomposition procedure is equivalent to  diagonalizing the 
master equation. In  this context, we can view the evolution o f the dynam i­
cal system as the evolution o f the normal modes, and the eigenvalues o f the
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master equation are the decay rates o f these normal modes. These eigen­
values define the characteristic time scale o f the decay process. Evidently, 
the long-tim e behavior is entire ly controlled by those modes w ith  a slow 
relaxation rate. In  the v ic in ity  o f a phase transition, these slow modes play 
a crucial role in controlling the critica l behavior. The dynamical phase tran ­
sition, a profound change in the macroscopic character o f the steady state, 
must be a consequence o f some changes in these slow modes. The simplest 
way to achieve this in the in fin ite  volume lim it is to  have additional steady 
states emerging from  these slow modes.
In this scenario the nonequilibrium phase transition occurs v ia  the ap­
pearance o f additional steady states. In the v ic in ity  o f a phase transition , 
the character o f a slow mode does not change dram atically, rather it  is 
the dependence o f the relaxation rate on system size tha t changes. Thus 
the essential critica l behavior o f the system is controlled by those modes 
tha t metamorphose in to  steady states in the infin ite  volume lim it. A ll other 
modes act only as spectators in the transition. Furthermore, we expect these 
modes tha t become steady states, in the infin ite volume lim it ,  to  be con­
trolled by the symmetries o f the kinetic rules and the spatial dimensionality 
in reminiscent o f equilibrium  systems. The emergence o f new steady states 
and the degeneracy o f these steady states in the lim it o f in fin ite  volume are 
closely related to the transfer m a trix  technique.
5 .3  T h e  M a s te r  E q u a tio n  as a T ra n s fe r  M a t r ix
The transfer m a trix  technique has been used in the study o f Ising 
model[7, 65, 6 6 , 67, 6 8 ] and directed percolation systems[69, 70, 71]. More 
recently, there has been studies o f global features o f the spectrum[72, 73].
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To show the essence o f the transfer m a trix  technique, we w ill present a 
simple example in the form  o f one-dimensional linear Ising model[74]. How­
ever, this method is not only lim ited  to a one-dimensional system. For a 
one-dimensional Ising system, which is a system composed o f interacting 
magnetic moments o f two different orientations, the pa rtition  function o f 
this system is
= ^exp(f 53 5 13 •^)> (52)
i= l io /V  t= U o /V
and it  can be recast in to  a m a trix  form
= 53 =  (53)
m = ± i
where L{ f i i ,  f i i+ i )  =  exp[i//i,7 i ,+ i +  j { f i i  -t- m +i) ]  is the transfer m atrix.
The m ajor advantage o f this m a trix  representation o f the partition  func­
tion  lies in the fact th a t an increase in the length o f the chain corresponds 
merely to a m ultip lica tion  o f the transfer m atrix . The pa rtition  function 
can be calculated from  the trace o f this transfer m atrix . Consequently, the 
study o f the Ising model becomes an eigenvalue problem, which can be eas­
ily  studied. One o f the generic results o f this method is the relationship 
between the correlation length and these eigenvalues. For an in fin ite  vol­
ume system, the correlation length is proportional to  the logarithm  o f the 
ra tio  o f the two largest eigenvalues[75]. The larger eigenvalues may become 
degenerate in the lim it o f in fin ite  vo lu ile . This asymptotic degeneracy was 
discovered in the 1940s[7], and equilibrjum  phase transition was a ttribu ted  
to this degeneracy[76].
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The connection between the master equation and transfer m a trix  be­
comes apparent i f  we consider the evolution o f a dynamic system as a one- 
dimensional chain in the tem poral direction. The master equation, in this 
context, is effectively a transfer m atrix . In the language o f transfer ma­
tr ix , the characteristic time scale o f a dynamic system can be viewed as a 
correlation length in the temporal direction for dynamic modes. W ith  this 
in terpretation, we are able to relate the characteristic time to the largest 
eigenvalues o f the master equation. Asym ptotic degeneracy o f eigenvalues 
contributes to the divergence o f the characteristic time scale; this divergence 
is the mechanism o f phase transitions and the reason behind critica l slow 
down in the critica l region. We can draw a close connection between asymp­
to tic  degeneracy and our mechanism o f phase transitions. The appearance 
o f new steady states in an in fin ite  volume system is equivalent to asymptotic 
degeneracy o f eigenvalues. In our picture, we a ttr ibu te  phase transitions to 
the emergence o f new steady states, whereas in the language o f the transfer 
m a trix , degeneracy o f the eigenvalues o f these steady states is a ttribu ted  as 
the cause o f phcise transitions. Therefore, these two views are equivalent.
For a fin ite size system belonging to the universality class o f R FT  and 
directed percolation, the only stable state o f this class o f systems is the 
absorbing state. Since the mode corresponding to  the steady state has unit 
probab ility  o f one configuration only, there is no statistica l noise in this 
steady state. However, all other modes of the master equation have nonzero 
probab ility  for different configurations tha t are not related by translational 
invariance. Thus there is some sta tis tica l noise in a ll these states. As a 
function o f some control parameter p, there may be a critica l value p =  Pc 
where for p < Pc the relaxation rate 7  o f this mode in to  the absorbing state
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remains nonzero for large systems and for p > Pc the relaxation rate o f one 
o f these modes vanishes in the lim it o f in fin ite  system size. This mode then 
becomes the effective steady state for the system and the system changes 
from a noiseless absorbing steady state to  a noisy steady state. Because these 
systems have no symmetry other than translational invariance, we expect 
tha t only one mode w ill become critica l at p^. This is the scenario which 
occurs for models which show critica l behavior characteristic o f directed 
percolation[48, 49]
5 .4  N o is e  and  U n iv e rs a lity  C lass
In a dynamic system, the noise plays an essential role in determining 
the universality class. This can be demonstrated by the time-dependent 
Landau-Ginzburg model[77], which bears a strong resemblance to the model 
of RFT and directed percolation[48j. However, this model is in a different 
universality class due to a different noise characteristics.
In the Landau-Ginzburg model, the dynamical equation for a field o (x , t )
is
- ^  =  r(p -  u(p'  ^+  D ' V ' ^ ç  (54)
The random noise i ] {x , t ) .  assumed Gaussian, obeys
{ r j {x, i )Ti {x' , t ' ) )  =  T { x , x ' , ç ) 6 { t  -  t ' ) , (.55)
where F measures the noise amplitude. Grassberger[49] and Grinstein et 
a/.[48] point out tha t the transition from  a noisy configuration to an ab­
sorbing, noiseless state in this class o f nonequilibrium  models obeys a very 
sim ilar kind o f equation, w ith  one im portan t difference. The amplitude 
of the random noise in the time dependent Landau-Ginzburg model is a
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constant, which is independent o f the field variable <f>{x.t). The amplitude 
o f the random noise in the R FT  and directed percolation models is coupled 
to the field variable; moreover, it  is proportional to the field variable. It is 
this difference which contributes to the different universality class o f these 
two models.
Even though a closer scrutiny o f the evolution equations o f Landau- 
G inzburg may reveal an essential difference in the quantity  tha t these equa­
tions represent, nevertheless, an argument o f equivalence may be made. The 
Landau-Ginzburg model describes the evolution o f an order parameter while 
the master equation represents the evolution of configurations. However, if  
one recognizes the fact tha t an order parameter is an average quantity taken 
over all the possible configurations,
O =  T r [ 0 iPi( t) ]  . (56)
one may effect an argument of equivalence. A t steady state the dominate 
contribution to this average derives from the slowest mode. .-\ny quantities 
o f interests, which includes the order parameter, are in essence a disguised 
measurement o f this slowest mode; therefore, the Landau-Ginzburg equa­
tion. in this sense, represents the evolution o f the slowest mode. In this 
context, these two equations represent different quantities o f the same dy­
namic process. I t  is this equivalence that affords the above comparisons 
although the two equations characterize different quantities o f a dynamic 
svstem.
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5 ,5  A  C ase S tu d y
To demonstrate the above mechanism o f kinetic phase transitions, we 
studied a simple model which simulates a ca ta ly tic  reaction on a linear la t­
tice. The critica l exponents o f this model have been extensively studied by 
Monte Carlo simulations and renormalization approach. The results from 
the renorm alization study and general arguments on transitions in models 
w ith  absorbing states suggest tha t this particu lar model belongs to  the uni­
versality class o f R FT and directed percolation. The choice o f this model 
is based on its sim plicity and the feasibility o f numerically analyzing the 
model w ith  available resources.
The model which we have studied simulates a cata ly tic  reaction on a lin ­
ear la ttice. Random adsorption and reaction occur on the la ttice  according 
to  a given set o f kinematic rules. A  site is chosen at random for adsorption. 
I f  the two nearest neighbors are vacant, the atom is adsorbed to  tha t site. I f  
any one o f the nearest neighbor is occupied by an atom, it  is either adsorbed 
by the la ttice  w ith  the probability  p, or reaction occurs w ith  the probabil­
ity  I  — p. The final product desorbs immediately from  the lattice. I f  both 
neighbors are occupied by an atom, the adsorption probab ility  remains to 
be p. However, the reaction probability w ith  one o f the neighbor chosen at 
random is (1 - p ) f ‘2. In this model, reaction rate and desorption rate are in ­
fin ite . We have used periodical boundary condition in  both adsorption and 
reaction rules. The only relevant parameter o f the model is the adsorption 
probab ility  p; the coverage o f atoms on the surface is a function o f p. There
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exists a c ritica l value pc, where the system reaches a reactive steady state 
i f  p is less than pc, otherwise it  reaches a state in which the linear la ttice  is 
completely occupied by atoms (poisoned state). The phase diagram o f this 
model is shown in Fig. 48. The transition in this model is second order.
In  this model, there are no conservation laws governing the system. 
Therefore, we expect only one mode to become critica l in the transition 
while the others remain noncritical. This slowest mode is the critica l fluc­
tua tion  in the transition. The transition to absorbing state in the single 
component R FT  requires this fluctuation to vanish below the transition 
po in t. This noise mode decays exponentially w ith  time. A t the transition 
po int or above, this noise is present at all times; therefore, i t  prevents the 
system from  being poisoned. This is the picture o f the transition  for single 
component R FT, which this system belongs to. I t  is evident from  this pic­
ture th a t essential dynamical behavior near the transition  derives from this 
single mode. Therefore, i t  is sufficient to learn the dynamical behavior from 
this relevant single mode. To study this mode, it  is necessary to  construct 
the master equation for this model. The m ajor d ifficu lt in the construction 
comes from  the large number o f states in the system. For a system w ith  n 
sites, the to ta l number o f states is 2". Even for a system w ith  13 sites, the 
number o f states is enormous. Since we used a periodical boundary condi­
tion  for th is model, the system has translational symmetry. Th is symmetry 
o f the system was exploited to reduce the number o f states.
5.5 .1  R ev iew  o f G roup  T h eo ry
Before we go further, we w ill briefly review some results from  the group 
theory since it  plays an im portant role in making the problem manageable.
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A group is a set which is closed w ith  respect to m ultip lica tion ; in  addition , 
this set must contain a un ity  and an inverse. The space group, consisting 
o f a ro ta tion  and a translation, is the largest group which can be defined 
for a crysta l structure. We w ill lim it this discussion to the one-dimensional 
translation group, a group w ith in  the space group or a subgroup o f the 
space group. I f  T (n )  is an element o f the translation group, i t  acts on some 
function %6 ( r ) .  The net result o f the operation is to shift the function  in the 
direction n. This new function V’( r + n )  looks like the old function, except by 
a m ultip lica tive  phase factor can consider as a m a trix
representation o f the translation group T (n ). More precisely, a representa­
tion o f a group is a mapping which maps each elements o f the group into 
a linear transform ation. The vector space operated by the group elements 
is the carrier space. From the group theory we know any representation 
can be reduced to  an irreducible representation. In such a representation, 
the carrier space is decomposed into the direct sum o f various invariant sub­
spaces, each having assigned label. Because o f the invariance o f the subspace 
under the action o f each group element, the label o f each basis function is 
a conserved quantity. In other words, there is no m ixing between functions 
o f different irreducible representation under the action o f the group. In the 
one-dimensional translation group, the wave number is a label for each 
irreducible representation.
In  th is model, because the system is translationally invarian t, we can 
decompose the system in to  various irreducible r'^nresentation labelled by 
the wave number k. Since kinetic rules for the evolution o f the system do 
not destroy the symmetry o f the system, the invariant carrier space o f each 
irreducible representation w ill remain invariant under the tim e evolution.
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In other words, wave number k w ill remain to be a good quantum number 
under the action o f a time evolution operator, namely the master equation. 
The m atrix  elements, which connect basis state o f different irreducible rep­
resentation o f the master equation, are zero. Therefore, the master equation 
is a block diagonal m atrix , and each block o f the m atrix  corresponds to an 
irreducible representation, labelled by the wave vector label k. Therefore, 
we reduce the construction o f the fu ll m a trix  o f the master equation to the 
construction o f the master equation o f various irreducible representations. 
The number o f states in each irreducible representation is significantly less 
than the fu ll system. In this one-dimensional model, the field variable, which 
is the density o f the atom on the surface, is not a conserved quantity  in time. 
As we have mentioned previously, we expect the long wave length mode to 
govern long time behavior o f the system. In analogy w ith  the time depen­
dent Landau-Ginzburg model o f non-conserved field variables, k =  0 mode 
dominates the critica l behavior o f the system. Consequently, the study o f 
the essential dynamical behavior reduces to  the study of fc =  0  irreducible 
representation, and the construction o f the master equation is simply the 
construction o f fc =  0  irreducible representation, a much simpler process 
tha t a computer can do.
The basis function for the A: =  0 irreducible representation is composed 
o f all configurations which are invariance under translation. For example, 
a system o f three sites w ith  only one atom, the basis function is a linear 
combination o f the configurations 1 0 0 ,0 1 0 ,and 0 0 1 , where 1 represent the 
atom and 0 is vacancy. From the set o f kinetic rules we have described, 
we can calculate the transition  probability  among these basis functions, and 
construct the master equation. The eigenvalues o f the transition m atrix
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represent decay rates o f various normal modes. As we have mentioned be­
fore, the slowest relaxing state determines the critica l behavior o f the system, 
Fig. 49 shows the relaxation rate o f the slowest mode and the next mode. 
As shown in Fig. 49, the second slowest mode relaxes much faster than the 
slowest mode. In the lim it o f in fin ite  size, there is only one mode that dom­
inates the dynamic process. Hence, it  controls the critica l behavior o f the 
system while the rest o f the modes act as spectators. In the lim it o f in fin ite 
size system, this mode becomes the true reactive steady state.
5.5.2 F in ite  Size Scaling o f Eigenvalues
We calculated the relaxation rates o f the slowest relaxing mode for sys­
tems size 3 to 14 w ith  various values o f p. The critica l exponent is obtained 
by fin ite size scaling.
We define a characteristic time r  tha t a vacancy w ill survive as:
^  ’
where the is the number o f vacant sites. We use the following scaling 
ansatz for r :
r  =  (5 8 )
where f { x )  cx x~~'' for x —► oo. From the master equation, we can solve 
d irectly for the vacancy fraction ip{t) as a function o f time. We write
=  (59)
i
where the coefficients a, are determined by the in itia l conditions, and A, is 
the decay rate o f the normal mode. We then find from Eq. (57) tha t r
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is given by
Contributions to t  from modes other than the slowest mode are evidently 
included in the summation, but a direct calculation w ith  an in itia lly  blank 
la ttice shows the corrections are typically o f the order o f a few percent for a 
variety o f la ttice sizes and thus can be neglected. This is fu rther an evidence 
tha t the critica l behavior o f the system is solely controlled by the lowest 
normal mode. As the size o f the system approaches in fin ity , the correction 
to the dynamical exponent vanishes.
The critica l point can be determined from ln ( r )  vs. ln (L )  plots for 
various p values. The value o f p which produces a stra ight line in the plot 
indicates the critica l point pg. This is shown in Fig. 50, and is found to 
be 0.28 ±  0.02. The Pc found by Monte Carlo simulation is 0.277. The 
slope o f the ln ( r )  vs. l n ( i )  at the critica l point gives the value o f dynamical 
exponent. The dynamical exponent obtained from aleast-squares fit is 1.53±
0.12. This is a fu rther evidence that this model belongs to the RTF and 
directed percolation universality class. The dynamic exponent for 1 + lD  
given by renormalization calculation is 1.58. By collapse ln ( r L ~ ')  vs. In ( (p -  
Pc)L^l^ for a variety o f sizes, we found p =  1.05 ±  0.05. This is shown in 
Fig. 51.
5 .6  C o n c lu s io n
In conclusion, we have studied the dynamical phas^ transition  using the 
master equation. This approach provides a physical picture o f the mech­
anism of dynamical transitions. In this picture, the basic ingredient of
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Figure 50: Plots o f ln ( r )  vs. ln (X ) for various p values. The value o f p which 
produces a stra ight line yields the critica l point pc =  0.27 ±  0.02.
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dynamical phase transitions is the appearance o f new steady states in the in­
fin ite volume lim it. In the language o f trad itiona l transfer m atrix  approach, 
asymptotic degeneracy o f the eigenvalues caused by the new steady states 
contributes to the divergence o f the correlation length and the phase transi­
tion. Our study o f the catalytic model provides numerical support for these 
views. In this model, we have found an evidence o f the generic feature of 
asymptotic degeneracy in the two largest eigenvalues[72]. Furthermore, We 
have been able to isolate the relevant mode from the irrelevant modes. These 
results provided numerical support for the view o f the c ritica lity  o f single 
mode for the model in the R FT  and directed percolation class. This study 
provided an alternative way o f studying dynamical phase transitions. The 
inform ation o f one mode c ritica lity  may be utilized in the construction o f a 
longer chain by combining two smaller pieces together in a renormalization 
approach.
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CH APTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS
In previous chapters, we have studied kinetic phase transitions and re­
lated critica l phenomena o f a variant ZGB model. In addition , we have pro­
vided a generic physical picture o f dynamical phase transitions. In our stud­
ies we have provided numerical supports for the assertion tha t this model 
belongs to the universality class o f RFT and directed percolation[48]. Fur­
thermore, the universality is robust in relation to  anisotropy and reaction 
rate.
.-Vs our results indicates, critica l phenomena of nonequilibrium  systems 
are in many ways reminiscent o f c ritica l phenomena o f equilibrium  systems. 
The characteristic time scale which measures correlation length in tim e d i­
verges at a critica l point. The dynamical slowing down in the critica l re­
gion is indicative o f this divergence and large fluctuations. Our result also 
suggests tha t nonequilibrium critica l phenomena are insensitive to the m i­
croscopic details. This insensitivity accounts for the universal behavior o f 
critica l phenomena in systems o f diverse nature. More basically, this univer­
sal behavior is related to the topological structure o f the parameter space 
as seen from  the perspective o f the renormalization group. .A.lthough m icro­
scopic details play no essential role, other factors such as noise characteristics 
o f the system, dimensionality o f the system, and symmetry o f the dynamical 
rules, control the critica l behavior.
C 'lr  study further indicates tha t dynamical phase transitions are con­
trolled solely by several slow modes while the fast modes o f the system 
are, in essence, spectators. The dynamical phase transition  is in fact a
135
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manifestation o f the changes in character o f these slow modes. The funda­
mental mechanism which controls kinetic phase transitions is the degeneracy 
of steady states. In other words, some slowly decaying modes o f a fin ite vol­
ume system metamorphose in to  steady states in the lim it o f in fin ite  volume; 
the appearance o f these steady states contributes to the change in dynamic 
processes and produces phase transitions. In a system which lacks any con­
servation rules, we expect only one such slow mode to exist and become 
critica l. Consequently, i t  is the change o f characters in this mode which 
creates dynamical phase transitions. .Vs we have seen in a one-dimensional 
chemical reaction model, this mode determines the universality class o f the 
system. This is a generic picture o f kinetic phase transitions o f systems in 
the universality class o f R FT  and directed percolation. This mechanism of 
asymptotic degeneracy in dynamical phase transitions strongly resembles 
the mechanism o f equilibrium  transitions.
To recast the physical picture in to the language o f the transfer m atrix[7, 
65, 6 6 , 67, 6 8 , 72, 73, 76], asymptotic degeneracy o f eigenvalues o f the mas­
ter equation, which is a dynamical counterpart o f the static transfer m atrix , 
causes dynamical correlation length to diverge and creates kinetic phase 
transitions. This asymptotic degeneracy o f eigenvalues in a dynam ical tran ­
sition manifests itse lf in the form of additional steady states. .A.s we have 
seen, asym ptotic degeneracy of eigenvalues o f the transfer m a trix  is the un­
derlying factor o f both static and dynamical phase transitions.
Besides phase transitions, a dynamical system also can exhib it more 
complicated phase structure such as tr ic ritica l points. Our studies o f the 
model w ith  fin ite  reactions suggest a tr ic ritica l point. The curtailed growth 
o f the susceptibility in conjunction w ith  a lack o f reactive steady states
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indicated by r  supports this assertion. Furthermore, a significant deviation 
o f both static and dynam ical critica l exponents from  those o f R FT  and 
directed percolation together w ith  the parameters c i and cg give further 
credence to the existence o f the tr ic r itica l point.
Despite what we have learned about the critica l phenomenon o f the ZGB 
model, many aspects o f the model are s till await to be addressed. Among 
them is the controversy o f the existence o f the tr ic r itica l poin t, which war­
rants fu rther study via analytica l means in addition to the existed evidence. 
One possible way o f approaching this problem is to construct an evolution 
equation for a small system; this equation can then be renormalized. Pre­
lim inary effort in this direction has not yet produced any results, however, 
this lack o f results should not be construed as a failure o f the approach.
Besides the tr ic r itica l problem, other aspects o f the oxidation process 
have not yet been captured by the ZGB model. Noticeably, the question 
o f oscillation and chaos in the cata lytic process has not been adequately 
addressed by the ZGB model. The concentration o f CO and O on the surface 
represents two independent degrees o f freedom. I t  is known tha t such a 
system cannot exhibit any chaotic behavior, as a m inimum o f three degrees 
o f freedom is needed for producing chaos. Therefore, other surface processes 
may have been neglected by the model tha t are essential in producing chaos. 
Because o f the theoretical importance o f the cata lytic oxidation o f CO as 
well as its broad commercial application, fu rther improvement on the model 
should be made.
Aside from the lack o f chaos, the 0-poisoned phase o f the ZGB model has 
not been found experimentally. The lack o f 0-poisoned phase is p rim arily  
due to  the ab ility  o f CO to  compactify absorbed 0  and squeeze out an active
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site to  absorb and react. The ZGB model has not yet taken in to  account o f 
this effect. Therefore, fu rthe r investigation in this direction may be pursued.
Even though the ZGB model produces an 0-poisoned phase which is 
absent in  experiments, the fundamental importance o f th is model should 
not be overlooked because i t  has provided an evidence o f a universality class 
in dynamical systems. Moreover, this model demonstrated several generic 
features o f dynamical transitions; these are the im portant contributions o f 
the ZGB model.
A part from the ZGB model, the search for a generic approach for the 
study o f dynamical process is s till a ongoing process. Despite many sim i­
larities between equilibrium  and nonequilibrium phase transitions, studies 
o f nonequilibrium phase transitions are more d ifficu lt to  conduct due to the 
lack o f a generic method to  treat them. Even though methods such as the 
Monte Carlo simulation are available in study these systems, a well devel­
oped theory, m irroring the analytical power o f the classical mechanics in 
treating thermodynamic systems, has yet to emerge. Therefore, the search 
for a comprehensive approach to treat these systems is crucial in providing 
a fundamental understanding o f them as well as in form ulating a coherent 
theory. The approach formulated based on the master equation is a step in 
this direction. A lthough this approach is rather generic, the principle disad­
vantage inherited in i t  is the d ifficu lty  associated w ith  obtaining a solution 
for a large system. In  the lim it o f an in fin ite  volume system, the master 
equation is a differential equation in an infinite-dimensional space. I t  is im ­
practical, i f  i t  is not impossible, to  obtain a solution o f such a mathematical 
monster, therefore, investigation o f other approaches in conjunction w ith  
the mcLster equation may be warrant fu rther efforts.
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One possible approach in this direction may be the development o f a 
renormalization group method based on the master equation. From our 
physical picture o f kinetic phase transitions, we have established the fact 
tha t only the slow modes participate in the transition , and the ir asymptotic 
behavior determines the universality class o f the system. I t  is therefore rea­
sonable to expect tha t starting from a small solvable system, we can coarse- 
grain irrelevant modes and retain only a small number o f slow modes for the 
construction o f a larger system. This process can be repeated in a typical 
fashion o f the renormalization group technique. In view o f the conceptual 
sim plic ity o f the approach, one might expect the implementation o f such a 
procedure w ill be relatively tr iv ia l. However, the successful implementation 
o f this procedure rests largely upon computational resources. The procedure 
is highly cpu intensive and requires large storage space. Nevertheless, this 
procedure w ill provide an alternative to the even more unpalatable possibil­
ity  o f looking for a solution to  the master equation o f a gigantic system.
In conclusion, we w ill again emphasis the importance o f studying dy­
namical systems. As we have seen in this study, a substantial amount 
o f efforts have been devoted to the ZGB model, however, away from the 
details, this model represents a class o f dynamical systems, which exhibit 
common behaviors. The quest for understanding the fundamental processes, 
which manifest themselves in terms of a universal behavior, motivates this 
study, and this quest w ill continue to provide m otivation for fu ture studies. 
I t  should be noted, however, tha t the critica l phenomenon o f nonequilib­
rium  system is only one of many phenomena displayed by the nonequilib­
rium  system. Many fascinating behaviors, such as determ inistic chaos, are 
s till beyond our comprehension. The u ltim ate  objective in the study of
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dynamical system is to  formulate a coherent theory, m irro ring  the analytic 
power o f s ta tistica l mechanics, in treating every dynamical phenomenon. 
This endeavor is not merely an exercise o f intellect, but rather has a more 
profound impact on our understanding o f random processes. The realization 
of the possibility o f creating an order from random processes has far reach­
ing consequences. .A.t the least, this realization has altered the trad itiona l 
Newtonian association o f an order w ith  determ inistic forces. Moreover, this 
realization may eventually provide an answer to the origin o f life, which is 
seemingly derived from random processes. It is this exciting possibility that 
makes the study o f dynamical systems even more im portant.
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Monte Carlo simulation is an excellent too l in studying statistica l sys­
tems. The key o f conducting a successful Monte Carlo sim ulation is to 
produce a set o f results tha t are free o f large s ta tis tica l fluctuations and free 
o f unwanted correlations. To accomplish these objectives, i t  is frequently 
required to  average a large number o f independent simulations in order to 
m inim ize statistica l fluctuations. Consequently, the demand on cpu time is 
significant. I t  is more so in dealing w ith  systems which undergo a phaise 
transition. The inherit characteristics o f critica l slow down, together w ith  
large fluctuations in a phase transition, often render simulations impossible 
w ithou t jud ic ia l design o f algorithms to minimize com putational time.
In  order to achieve higher efficiency, we implemented several time sav­
ing techniques, which take advantage o f the unique aspect o f the problem. 
The essence o f our Monte Carlo procedure is simple: a vacant site on the 
la ttice  is selected, and its nearest neighbors are examined to determine i f  a 
reaction is possible. Despite the s im plic ity o f the kinetic rules, simulations 
are tim e consuming simply because o f the in trins ic  nature o f continuous 
phase transitions. Much o f the time spent in th is sim ulation is in generat­
ing random numbers, finding vacant sites, locating nearest neighbors and 
checking possible reaction partners. Evidently, an efficient and well struc­
tured a lgorithm  to accomplish these functions is paramount to the success 
o f the study. The most direct approach toward this direction is to avoid 
and minim ize overhead associated w ith  costly operations. A lthough there 
are many things to avoid and minimize in designing an efficient a lgorithm , 
a -veil formulated cookbook approach to produce an efficient a lgorithm  is as 
yet unavailable. Like everything else in computer science, a well structured 
and efficient algorithm  is largely a function o f thoughtfulness and ingenuity
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o f a programmer. Many times such a design may be closely related to the 
problem on hand. Therefore, i t  is not our in tention to present here any 
recipes for efficiency. Rather, we want to record the methods we have been 
using to  achieve efficiency and other com putational in form ation pertinent 
to Monte Carlo simulations.
The most direct approach towards achieving greater efficiency is to  avoid 
costly operations such cls subroutine calls, conditional statement.and unnec­
essary floating point operations. A dm itting ly , these operations may only 
play a secondary role in relation to a better structured a lgorithm . The ac­
cumulative effect o f repetition o f these operations, which is a characteristics 
o f any Monte Carlo simulations, may be significant. In view o f this unique 
aspect o f Monte Carlo simulations, efforts in the avoidance o f these opera­
tions may warrant considerations. In our simulations, the most frequently 
invoked subroutines is the random number generators. M any invocations 
are necessary in each Monte Carlo tr ia l. The accumulative overhead in gen­
erating random numbers is enormous; to minimize this effect, we generated 
many random numbers in each invocation and reduced the number o f calls 
to this routine. On a IB M  3090-600E, we were able to achieve a consider­
able speed up. However, caution must be applied in such a practise. Not 
aU random number generators are created equal and suited for this pur­
pose, in fact, some of the system-supplied random number generators are 
not suitable in this regard. The reason is tha t these random number gen­
erators do not generate sufficiently random numbers in sequence, and they 
are only “ guarantee tha t each number is random number ind iv idua lly,”  but 
they “ don’ t  guarantee tha t more than one o f them is random.”  [78] These 
random number generators are usually linear-congruent type w ith  unwanted
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correlations. We w ill discuss them fu rther in  appendix B where we w ill give 
an overview o f how to generate random numbers and how to  test a random 
number generator. Besides this method in reducing the overhead, we have 
in-line the most frequently used routines as a preventive measure.
In this Monte Carlo simulation, the most frequently executed step is to 
locate nearest neighbors once a vacant site is chosen. Since this finding near­
est neighbors and checking for the boundary conditions require conditional 
statement; it  is desirable to  replace this method by some other algorithm , 
which does not require any conditional statement. This can be achieved by 
implementing a neighbor-list. For each site on the lattice, we generate a 
lis t o f the nearest neighbors. I f  the vacant site is at the boundary, this list 
w ill point to its nearest neighbor w ith  the periodic boundary. This lis t is 
generated by shifting the index o f the lattice. For example, if  the 12345 is 
the index o f a five site la ttice, 51234 w ill be the neighbor lis t which points 
to the nearest neighbor on the left. The element o f the neighbor list is 
the nearest neighbor on the le ft side o f site; sim ilarly, we can generate 
a lis t for the site on the right. Instead o f checking the boundary condition 
every time a site is selected, no conditional checking is required after imple­
menting the neighbor-list. To find the nearest neighbor is ju s t a m atter of 
indexing now. This greatly reduces the cpu tim e since indexing is a much 
faster operation than a conditional operation. The principle o f replacing 
conditional statement w ith  indexing has been employed in other places of 
the program. We w ill refrain from fu rther elaboration as the principle is the 
same.
In  addition to these time saving methods, a greater time saving algorithm  
focuses on the elim ination o f non-productive operations by tak ing advantage
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o f the unique aspect o f this model. Since each Monte Carlo tr ia l requires a 
selection o f a vacant site, the method o f tracking vacant sites or the lack o f 
i t  plays an im portant role. There are two ways to  approach this problem. 
One approach is to random ly chose a site on the la ttice  and then determine 
i f  i t  is vacant. The disadvantage o f this approach is tha t when the lattice 
is nearly fu ll, the probab ility  o f selecting a vacant site is small; many site 
selections have to be made before a vacant site w ill be located. Much o f the 
cpu tim e are spent on non-productive selection process o f picking nonempty 
sites. Evidently, this method is inefficient in the critica l region o f the model 
because vacancies are fewer in this region. A lternative ly, one may keep a 
lis t o f vacant sites. This approach rectified the above problem when the 
la ttice is nearly filled and improves efficiency. S im ilarly, a lis t o f C O -0  pair 
w ill improve the efficiency o f the reaction cycle. However, there is overhead 
in m aintaining such a list. When the la ttice has a substantial number o f 
vacant sites, the overhead o f m aintaining such a lis t may exceed the first 
approach o f random selection. The balance is between non-productive site 
selection in  the first approach and the overhead o f m ainta in ing the lis t in the 
second approach. In our simulation, we implemented both algorithms. In 
the steady state region and near the firs t order transition when the la ttice has 
a large number o f vacant sites, we used the first approach. Near the second 
order transition, we used the lists to reduce the com putational time. The 
above mentioned techniques have shorten our sim ulation tim e by a factor 
o f 10 or more on an IB M  3090-600E. The reduction in cpu tim e translated 
directed in to  the quality o f the simulations by producing more samples thus 
controlling fluctuations.
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As we have seen in the above discussion, a successful Monte Carlo simu­
la tion rests on generating a sufficient amount o f data to  minim ize statistical 
fluctuations as well as minimize unwanted correlations. An essential step 
to take is to  optim ize the Monte Carlo simulations in such a way tha t a 
large amount o f data can be generated w ith in  a reasonable tim e frame. In 
addition, a prudent selection o f a random number generator is o f paramount 
importance in ensuring the quality o f data. W ith  these objectivities in mind, 
the success o f simulations is sure to  ensue.
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In this appendix we w ill discuss methods o f generating random numbers 
and methods o f testing random numbers. To generate numbers sufficiently 
random is crucial in producing reliable Monte Carlo results. D ifferent algo­
rithm s o f generating random numbers are available. We w ill discuss two o f 
the most commonly used methods: linear congruent method and Fibonacci 
method.
The widely used method o f generating random number in a system- 
supplied random number generator is the linear congruent method. This 
method offers a quick way o f generating random numbers, according to the 
following recursion formula:
A '„+ i =  (aXn  +  c) mod m  (61)
The sequence generated by this method is not always random. The random 
numbers generated by this sequence are sensitive to the choice o f A'o, a, c, 
and m. This random number generator generates numbers w ith  a period 
less than or equal to m. In  general i t  is desirable to  generate a sequence 
o f random numbers w ith  a long period. The choice o f number c and a is 
im portan t in determining the period o f the sequence. To achieve maximum 
period m, c has to be relative prime to m, and a- 1  is a m ultip le o f a prime 
divisor o f m[79]. The period o f the random numbers generated w ith  this 
choice o f a and c is m. The choice o f even m is to be avoided. The lower bits 
o f the random number generated by an even modulo are not as random. I f  
the m  =  2% the last 1 digits have a period o f 2* at most. The best choice o f 
m is the largest prime number the system can represent. Even w ith  a ju ­
dicial choice o f parameters, the linear congruent method does not generate 
a sequence o f numbers completely random. I t  is known th a t random num­
bers generators are highly correlated[79]. This correlation o f the random
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number is in trinsic to the method. The consecutive numbers generated by 
this aJgorithm lie on the hyperplane o f a hypercube. For our Monte Carlo 
simulation such planar correlation w ill give erroneous results due to the bias 
in site selections. A  reliable result requires each cell o f the square la ttice to 
be sampled at a uniform  rate. The linear congruent type generator does not 
satisfy this criteria, as we w ill demonstrate by generating 2 0 0  m illion random 
numbers. We used a =  715827550, c =  578923381, and m =  2147483647. 
These parameters are carefully selected to  satisfy the criteria  we have stated. 
The random number generated is placed in a suitable bin to produce a his­
togram as shown in Fig. 52. As demonstrated by the histogram, the random 
numbers are uniform ly d istributed over a one-dimensional grid. However, i f  
we use a two-dimensional grid and place these numbers in a corresponding 
cell, the result is dram atically changed. The number generated tends to 
aggregate in certain cells indicating correlations as shown in Fig. 53. While 
there exist ways to  correct this, i t  is out o f the scope o f our discussion. The 
point is tha t linear congruent generators have to be used w ith  care in doing 
Monte Carlo simulations or any calculations, which require correlation free 
numbers.
A  better way o f generating random numbers relatively free o f correla­
tion is to use Fibonacci random number generators, and this is what we 
used in our work. The essence o f this generator is to  first generate a set o f 
random numbers. Similar to the way o f generating Fibonacci sequence, a 
random number is then generated from  this lis t by adding two numbers o f 
certain distance apart. This generator is relatively free o f two-dimensional 
correlation. We generated 200 m illion points and placed them in  a one- and 
two-dimensional grid as before; Fig. 54 and Fig. 55 show the d is tribution o f
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Figure 52: One dimensional d is tribu tion  o f linear congruent random num­
bers on a linear la ttice
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Figure 53: Two dimensional d is tribu tion  o f linear congruent random num­
bers on a square la ttice
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these points. I t  is evident th a t this generator produces an uniform  d is tribu ­
tion over one- and two-dimensional grid. In addition to  this parking lot test, 
we also performed a pair test and a run test on it. The pair test shows tha t 
no pair correlation exist w ith in  92% o f the confidence level. The run test 
indicates tha t these numbers are random w ith in  89% o f the confidence level. 
For detailed inform ation on testing random number, readers are referred to 
reference[79].
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Figure 54: One dimensionaJ d is tribu tion  o f Fibonacci random numbers on 
a linear la ttice
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a square la ttice
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